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1. Introduction

In spectroscopies like muon spin rotation ( u.SR ) or the time differential perturbed

angular correlation ( DPAC ) method the experimentally determined quantity is a

time interval between two events. The transformation of this time into a physically

handy signal has in most cases been performed by a time - to - amplitude converter

( TAC ). The resulting voltage has been digitized in a separate analog - to - digital

converter ( ADC ) and entered some type of multichannel analyser ( MCA ). For

analyzing purposes the spectra have been transferred to a computer.

Apart from not being very convenient the systems have some significant weaknesses:

The available size of the total spectrum area is limited due to the construction of the

MCA. Nonlinearities in TACs and ADCs and noise in the analog part are well known

complications. There is no way to see the experimental result, besides the raw data,

during the course of the experiment.

Of course, advanced data collecting systems, that overcome most of the difficulties,

are nowadays commercially available.

Here a new type of data collecting system is described. It is especially dedicated to a

standard 4 detector DPAC set - up, but with minor modification it becomes a

versatile time measuring instrument.

The basic idea, as can be seen in figure 1, is to substitute the TAC and ADC for a time

- to - digital converter ( TDC ), that is coupled to a personal computer ( PC ). The

measured time is directly read in to the PC.
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Figure 1: The TDC-PC based DPAC spectrometer



1.1 Why a PC and a TDC

Using a PC instead of an MCA increases the size of the spectrum area. The total

number of channels is, in principle, only limited by the size of the computer. The

computer, used here, is an IBM PPC ( portable personal computer) with 256 kbyte

of memory, which is sufficient for both the data collection and for the TDC

controlling and data treating program DEPACK. The spectrum area is variable, with a

predefined standard size of 8 * 2048 channels.

Operating the PC as an MCA does not occupy the computer. The data collection is

achieved by interrupts, with the spectrum area and the interrupt service routine

(ISR ) being memory resistant. They belong to the operating system and can not be

overwritten. So loading and running any other program is possible during the course

of the measurement.

On - line data treatment can be performed with the DEPACK program. Running in the

'auto - mode' the development of the perturbation function, the fit or the fourier

transform can be observed.

With the choice of a TDC all problems related to analog parts in the equipment can be

circumvented. The TDC used here, a LeCroy 4201. converts the time interval into

digits, which are directly used as an address to a memory cell in the PC. The 100

MHz principal digitizer in the TDC results in an extremely high degree of linearity

of the time conversion. The LeCroy 4201 technical data sheet is added as appendix 1.

Working with the TDC is fairly comfortable: no more time calibrations and long delay

cables.

The LeCroy 4201 TDC can measure both positive and negative times, which enables,

in a standard 4 detector setup, the simultaneous collection of 8 spectra.

If not objected for other reasons, all fast circuit start and stop signals may access the

TDC. Since the maximum conversion frequency of the module is 1 MHz an overload

protection is not required.

1.2 Drawbacks and complications

The LeCroy 4201 TDC is designed for operation in a CAMAC system ( see ref. 3 ). So

for every operation of the TDC the complete CAMAC cycle has to be simulated.

However, as only one module is operated, not all CAMAC lines have to be served.

The CAMAC cycle simulation is performed by the TDC interface and is self -

preserving. The use of monostable multivibrators instead of flip - flops guarantees

that the cycle always returns to the starting point, even if one signal should have

been missed.

For operating the TDC and the TDC interface in a NIM bin, reinforcing the power

supply is recommended. The power consumption on the ±6V lines is considerable. A

generously dimensioned power supply is essential to get the TDC in the correct mode



when the power is switched on!

The data collection frequency of the TDC / PC system, as described here, is limited to

7 kHz by the rather complicated interrupt handling of the PC. Speeding up can be

performed by adding "first-in first-out' data latches ( FIFO ) to the PC interface. An

interrupt will then be called, when a certain number of events is stored in the FIFOs,

and all events will be read in by one interrupt call.

Printing during data collection is only possible via the serial printer output. The

interrupt request line 7, used by the parallel printer card, is occupied by the PC

interface.

The construction, as described here, refers to a PC XT with an 8 bit data bus. Using

an IBM AT will slightly simplify the PC interface, where the adjustment of bus sizes

can be left out ( section 2.1.2 ). The TDC interface is not affected by the choice of the

computer. The interrupt handling, however, will be straightforward, resulting in a

data collection frequency of about 25 kHz.

1.3 About this instruction manual

In the following chapters many idioms will be met:

All idioms are printed in CAPITAL LETTERS.

Single letters or letter - digit combinations are mostly CAMAC related and explained

in chapter 3.1. CAMAC always refers to the true CAMAC as present on the TDC. The

expression 'CAMAC like' denotes deviations from the CAMAC standard, e.g.misuse of a

signal or missing lines.

Self defined signals like OPEN LATCH are explained in the context. The

interconnection between the signals is elucidated in the layout sketches. They are

collected in the appendix.

The programs 'isr.pas' ( chapter 4 ) and 'DEPACK.pas' ( chapter 5 ) are written in

TURBO PASCAL, version 3.01 A. TURBO PASCAL is a trademark of Borland
International, Inc.



2. The PC interface

All communication between the TDC interface and the PC goes via the PC interface.

Physically the PC interface consists of an IBM prototype card, that occupies one full

length system board's expansion slot on the PC bus. The retaining bracket

accommodates a 50-pin D-shell connector (female ) through which the linkage to

the external TDC interface is established. The pin assignment is listed in table 2.

pin 1 -

pin 17

pin 18

pin 34

pin 39

pin 47

pin 48

pin 49

pin 50

16

• 33

- 38

- 46

W1 - W16

DATA READY

R1 - R16

F1. F2. F4. F8, F16

not used

STROBE

COLLECTED

ground

Voc

write to TDC. CAMAC-Mi*

high-level active signal

read TDC CAMAC-Ww

TDC function*. CAMAC-Hke

low-l«vel active signal

low-level active signal, indicates read in ot port$303

5 V reference, should not be used as power supply

Table 2: 50-pin D-shell connector specification

2.1 Layout description

The PC interface logics can be divided into three parts: bus transceiver/address

decoder, data latches and data controlling unit ( see fig. 2.1, and appendix 2 for

details ).

2 .1 .1 The layout of the bus transceiver/address decoder part follows in principle

the recommendations specified by IBM.

In the address decoder part some changes are necessary as only parts of the available

port address range from $300 to $31F are used. The address bits 0,1 and 2 are

wired to the select entrance of the address decoder ( 74LS138 ), while bit 3, bit 4

and a combination of higher address bits and I/O lines enable the decoder. In this way

port addresses $300 to $307 are reachable.

2 .1 .2 The 5 data latches ( 74LS373 ) play an important role in the interplay of

two data systems with different bus sizes. In any PC input operation the 2 byte of

information on the CAMAC like R1-R16 lines have to be stored interimiy in two 8

bit latches ( $302 and $303 ) in order to match the 8 bit PC bus. From there data

can successively be read in to the PC. Furthermore, as CAMAC applies negative TTL

logic ( low-level active signals ), the R lines have to be inverted before reaching the



latches.

Writing to the TDC is realized in the same 2 step way. The 2 byte long command

words, used in setting the TDC registers, are sent consecutively to the output latches

( $300 and $301 ). From there they are transmitted as one word to the TDC via the

CAMAC like W1-W16 lines.

The latch $304 handles the CAMAC like function lines F1, F2, F4, F8 and F16. As

special timing requirements apply in CAMAC it was considered worth to store even

the function lines in a separate data latch.
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Figure 2.1: The PC interface logics

2.1 .3 The data controlling part governs the flow of incoming data passing through

the latches. It consists physically of two monostable multivibrators ( 74LS221 ),

that guarantee, with the DATA READY signal from the TDC interface as the only input,

the correct read-in of the R lines and the proper generation of an interrupt request.

Data, once stored on the input latches, cannot be overwritten until it is transferred

to the PC.



2.2 Functional description

The TDC interface is designed for two different purposes. The start-up of the TDC
transfers the values for time resolution, time range and offset to the corresponding
TDC registers. During data collection spectrum addresses containing the converted
time and the corresponding detector combination are transmitted. In appendix 2 a
detailed scheme of the PC interface is shown.

2.2 .1 For starting up the TDC both the TDC register adresses, selectable via
CAMAC F lines, and the 2 byte register words on the CAMAC W lines on the TDC have
to be present simultaneously. As the PC bus consists of only eight lines, this is
realized in a three step operation.
First the lower byte of the two byte word to be transferred to the TDC register is
present at the D0-D7 data lines on the interface card. The corresponding PC address
port $300 opens the latch and the first byte is read in. As the output control on this
latch is always active, the information is immediately present on the W1-W8 lines
and with that on the TDC. The second byte reaches the TDC analogously via port $301
and W9-W16. The CAMAC functions are written to port $304 in the same way. In
addit^n, the address line port $304 is used as a low-level active signal, called
STROBE. This signal creates a CAMAC standard strobe pulse S1 in the TDC interface,
which causes the read-in operation into the TDC.

The TDC CAMAC instructions F24 ( disable module ), F26 ( enable module ) and F7 i
read data and reset data register and LAM ) ignore the W lines. Therefore the W lines
don't have to be cleared after the set up operations.

2.2.2 The data latches port $300 and $301 receive data from the PC and release
the information immediately onto the CAMAC like W1-16 lines. The latches port
$302 and $303 get data from the CAMAC like R1-16 lines. The input to the latches
is governed by the data controlling unit, as described in the following chapter.

2.2.3 After having loaded the correct starting information and with F2
permanently present on port $304, the TDC is ready for operation.
An event, i.e. a converted start-stop time interval with the corresponding detector
combination, is indicated to the PC interface by a DATA READY ( high-level active
signal). At the same time as the DATA READY appears the full event information is
present on the CAMAC like R1-R16 lines.
As the read-in of an event into the PC takes some time ( see chapter 4 ), the event
information has to be interimly stored on latches and protected against being
overwritten by further incoming events. This is realized in the following way.
On the PC interface the DATA READY fires a monostable multivibrator ( LS221 ). Its
positive output, called INTERRUPT, is wired through the bus transceiver to the IRQ7
( interrupt request 7 ) entry on the PC bus and gives an interrupt call to the
processor. The negative output serves as an input to a second multivibrator, which



governs OPEN LATCH, the enable entry signal for the latches $302 and $303, i.e the

read-in of the event to the latches. The multivibrator, triggered by DATA READY, can

not be retired by a new DATA READY as long as its output is active. During normal

operation this multivibrator is cleared, when latch $303 is read into the PC.

With this solution several demands can be met:

a) It is made sure that the interrupt is really accepted by the processor. As specified

in the 'PC technical reference manual', the interrupt request should be active until it

is acknowledged by the processor. Here the interrupt request is turned off by the ISR

itself.

b) Data is safely stored in the latches as long as necessary. The read-in of the second

part of the event information ( read port $303 ) permits new data to access the

latches.

Great care must be taken to fulfill timing requirements:

The OPEN LATCH signal must not be too long in order to avoid that the latches are still

open when the incoming data vanish, due to resetting the TDC or, even more critical,

to clearing the routing bit multivibrators. Problems may occur if the TDC WAITING

time is nearly over when the ROUTING VALID signal arrives ( see chapter 3 ). The W

lines are cleared while the latches are open ( indicated by high counting rate in

channel 0.0 ). For a proper operation a 300 ns duration of OPEN LATCH is sufficient.

DATA READY

OPEN LATCH

INTERRUPT

READ PORTS303

500 ns

n
0,3 - 1,5 >is

n

j

n

I

n

Figure 2.2: The PC interface signal timing diagram

The timing diagram ( fig 2.2 ) shows the correlation of the important signals.

If required the read-in operation can be checked by a special option. The PC address

signal port $303 is even present as COLLECTED on pin 48 on the 50 pin D shell

connector. If attached to a LED one can easily make sure that data enters the PC. In

addition, which certainly is of greater importance, the brightness of the LED

transmits an impression of the interrupt frequency.



3. The TDC Interface

The main purpose of the TDC interface is to maintain the communication between the

TDC and the PC interface. The TDC is constructed for operation in a CAMAC system

and great care has to be taken to provide the module with the correct set of CAMAC

signals and to follow the timing requirements during each cycle of operation.

There is no automatic reset of converted events associated with false coincidences,

like in an ordinary TAC. Such a reset must be part of the external logics, provided by

the TDC interface.

The TDC is operated in a NIM bin, where it is stuck in a station track, side by side

with the single width NIM module that contains the TDC interface card. On its rear

side the TDC is plugged into a printed circuit CAMAC connector, which is fastened to

the NIM module and from where all CAMAC lines are drawn to the interface.

The connection to the PC interface is established through a 50 line flat cable. For

routing purposes 8 external TTL signals, i.e. from SCAs, can be connected to BNC

connectors on the front side of the NIM module. A schematic drawing of the TDC

interface is shown in figure 3.0, while a full drawing is enclosed as appendix 3.
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Figure 3.0: Schematic drawing of the TDC interface
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3.1 Layout description

The TDC interface consists of 3 functional parts: the pure static CAMAC part, the

user controlled CAMAC cycle simulation part and the CAMAC-like dataway with

routing and pile-up units.

3 .1 .1 CAMAC standard modular system of electronics is designed for simultaneous

operation of many modules of different kind. Here, however, as only one module is

operated and not all possible instructions are needed, some of the provided lines in

the dataway are of low priority. The topical CAMAC commands and functions are listed

in the LeCroy 4201 TDC technical data sheet ( appendix 1 ).

3.1.1.1 Static CAMAC inputs to the TDC

The following module input signal lines are pulled-up to the 'off' state:

a) A1, A2, A4 , A8

sub-address lines for 16 coded addresses inside the module

In normal operation ( all commands except the 'test' functions ) the TDC responds to

any of the sub-addresses A0 to A3. The sub-addresses can be on permanently. Here

sub-address A0 is chosen.

b) F1, F4

function lines

The coded functions F2, F16, F18, F24 and F26 have to be reachable, fcr which F1

and F4 are not necessary. On the CAMAC like function bus to the PC interface a pseudo

F1 function line appears, which is needed for a special function F3 of the TDC and

TDC interface ( see section 3.2.2.3 ). Thus this F1 must not affect the TDC directly.

The application of the CAMAC like F1 is explained in chapter 6.

c) I
Inhibit module

Inhibiting the module can be realized in two different operations. The 'Inhibit

module' line is dedicated especially to multiple units systems ( inhibit all modules ).

Here it is made use of the second possibility F24 * A0 for an individual module in

order to follow the CAMAC idea.

d) C

Clear data

As implemented in the TDC this line is not suitable for useful operation. The TDC is

able to convert a second start-stop combination, even if the first event has not been

read out from the output buffer. In that case a C command clears the conversion in

progress. Only a second C before the stop signal would clear the output buffer. Even if

running on abstemious conversion rates a proper clear-operation of an already

converted event by for example a fast pile-up rejector is not guaranteed with the C

line.



e) Z
Initialize

This function sets the TDC to a predetermined state ( clears data and resets LAM ).
Due to the layout of the TDC set-up procedure the module doesn't have to perform the
operation executed by the Z function.
f) R1-R16

Read lines
All R lines are pulled up to 5V via 10 kft. One typical feature of the CAMAC dataway
is the principle of 'wired or', which makes direct mixing of signals to a single
common bus line possible. This kind of mixing demands the use of driving circuits
with open collectors. However, such components need a pull-up resistor to
determine the 'off' state. Actually the TDC output buffer that drives the R lines
consists of circuits with open collector outputs ( 74LS38 ).

3.1.1.2 Unused TDC CAMAC ouputs
Two of the module output CAMAC lines, though provided by the TDC, are not connected
to the TDC interface:
a) Q

Response
This is a general multipurpose signal, which is important only in sequential read or
write operations. In the TDC a Q is generated if the special function X and a valid F16
or a TDC internal "data ready' are present. In that way the TDC indicates that the
requested read ( data ready ) or write ( F16 or F18 ) can be executed. In principle
this signal could be chosen for starting the TDC WAITING signal, violating the CAMAC
standard. With that the handling of the individual station address line N gets much
easier by just pulling it to ground. But problems occur any time while writing to the
TDC, where the misapplication leads to quarrels and temporary collection of wrong
events. For that reasons this line is kept unconnected.

b) X
special function, for ESONE only

Having the correct sub-address A0-A3 as well as an executable function ( no F1 or
F4 ) this output just renders the N signal. A practical and useful application of this
signal is not given.

3.1 .2 The CAMAC cycle simulation part guarantees the proper execution of the
dataway timing as well as the correct indication that a convened time is present. The
main input signal to this part, which governs the TDC, is generated by the TDC itself.
Therefore, besides the permanent F2, no external CAMAC related signals are
required during data collection so that the TDC works completely independently of the
surrounding. To ensure a secure operation, monostable multivibrators were
preferred to flip flops, by means of which the cycle, automatically, always returns
to the starting position.
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An additional input is needed for performance of TDC input operations. The STROBE

signal, generated by the PC interface, provides the TDC, via the CAMAC cycle

simulation part, with the proper set of strobing signals required.

3 .1 .3 The CAMAC-like dataway accomplishes the 2 byte word of true information

and transferres it to the PC interface. The TDC pins R1-R11 are directly coupled to

the corresponding CAMAC like R1-R11 lines. The pins R12-R16 are connected,

through the socket shown in figure 3.3.1, to special lines leading to the pile-up

handling part, where they form the 'wrap around' criterion and are included in the

pile-up detection ( fig. 3.1 ).

LS221
f r ° m
Routing
Encoder

ROUTING J l

from
S1/S2

VALID

1 11 1

1 2 7 8
pile-up start

R12-R16
from TDC

wrap around

1 i L J_

3 4 5 6
pile-up stop

Figure 3.1: The full drawing of the pile-up rejector
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The routing unit in the dataway is constructed for being fed from outside by the 8

single channel analysers ( SCA ) with the slow energy circuit gates from the 4

detectors. All inputs are 50 n terminated so that unused inputs are kept on zero

potential. The routing layout is performed under the premise that detector one and

two are 'start detectors', which means that their fast pulses are lead to the start

entrance on the TDC. Correspondingly the four upper routing inputs, belonging to the

positive time spectra, are: start energy of detector one, start detector two, stop

detector three and stop detector four. The next four inputs, standing for the negative

part, are analogously: stop one, stop two, start three and start four. Hence, the

combinations formed in the routing unit are: 1-3, 1-4, 2-4, 2-3; 3-1, 4-1, 4-2,

3-2, where the first digit always refers to the start energy window of the

corresponding detector. These eight lines of detector combinations are lead to the

routing encoder ( LS148 ). From there three bits of routing information are

transferred via timing latches to the CAMAC like R lines, where they constitute

R12-R14 ( see section 3.3 for details ).

The logic signal of the routing unit, the ROUTING PRESENT, is linked to the pile-up

rejector ( see fig. 3.1 ). If piling-up of start or stop pulses occurs the transmission

of the incoming logic signal is suppressed. The chosen time for pile-up detection is

the actual length of the start/stop SCA pulses overlap and with that an acceptable

pile-up exclusion is possible. However, investigating cascades with life-times below

5 ns and using walk-free SCA's, much longer pile-up detection times will not yield

better results but slow down the data collection unnecessarily. A better pile-up

rejection can always be performed on the fast timing signals.

In addition, range overflow events are taken away, which arise from design mismatch

in the TDC between the definition of time range and the 16 bit CAMAC ( see table 3 ).

As the spectrum area for each subgroup extends over 2048 channels, a range excess

by the TDC will result in an overlap of the highest and lowest channels. However,

every overstep of the 11 bit of spectrum is indicated on the remaining 5 bits R12-

R16 from the TDC, which are not connected to the CAMAC like dataway R lines.

Including these 5 lines into the pile-up rejector, a 'wrap around' can not occur.

After the pile-up rejector the logic signal, now called ROUTING VALID, meets the TDC

WAITING, the corresponding fast logic signal from the TDC, where upon the DATA

READY is formed. It is here where the basic idea of a fast-slow coincidence system is

realized.

The possibility of reading the TDC offset register provides a valuable tool for easily

checking the proper working of the TDC and the CAMAC like dataway. It is worth

being mentioned that even reading the offset requires a ROUTING VALID signal, which

has to be supported from outside. The test operation handling is described in detail in

chapter 6.

12



TDC tim» ring* and spectrum range mismatch

specified for 2048 channels spectrum length for positive and negative times
with 1024 channels of TDC offset

TDC time
resolution
( ns/ch )

0.15625

0.3125

0.625

1.25

2.5

TDC time
range
( n s )

eo
240

240

400

560

720

1200

1360

2480

2640

total
range
(ch)

1024

3072

1536

2560

1792

2304

1920

2176

1984

2112

occupied
area ')
(ch numbers)

448 • 1536

complete

224-1792

complete

112 • 1920

complete

56 - 1984

complete

28 - 2016

complete

usable
area ')
( ch numbers)

512 - 1472

COfTipittB

256 - 1760

complete

128 - 1904

complete

64 - 1976

complete

32 • 2012

complete

remarks

46% of memory area usable

spectrum wraps around

73% of spectrum area usable

spectrum wraps around

87% of spectrum area usable

spectrum wraps around

93% of spectrum area usable

spectrum wraps around

97% of spectrum area usable

spectrum wraps around

*) due to the construction of the TDC the time range is not well defined. In the LaCroy 4201 TDC time

conversion is performed as a two-step process, with a 100 MHz oscillator and an analog interpolation

circuit. Defining time range only refers to the oscillator. So a time jitter of 10 ns with a pronounced

effectivrty behavior can be observed on both edges of each spectrum, i.e. there is a linear decrease to zero

within 10 ns. Moreover, if measuring negative times, the range is lengthened by the jitter, whereas

measuring positive times the usuable range is abridged by 10 ns and with thai shorter than the value

claimed in the set-up of the TDC ! However, for many applications this does not matter.

In the table the values in column 'occupied area' refer to the over-all spectrum size, whereas 'usable area'

aims at the correct pad of the spectrum.

Table 3: TDC internal design misfit between total spectrum range and 16 bit output
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3.2 Functional description

Simulating \he CAMAC cycle, performing the fast-slow coincidence detection as well
as transmitting true events to the PC interface are the basic functions of the TDC
interface. All CAMAC signals are low - level - active signals.

3.2.1 The pure static CAMAC part keeps CAMAC function-, address- and command
lines, which don't have to be toggled, in the high state ( = off). This means that the
read-in values as well as the last set function, once given, stay there until they are
changed. Leaving the DEPACK program doesn't affect the status of the TDC.

3.2.2 The CAMAC cycle simulation part handles all signals which are necessary
for a proper performance of any read or write operation of the TDC. These are the
individual station line N and the timing strobe signals S1 and S2. For reading the TDC
offset register the usual cycle has to be circumvented by introducing a special line.
Violating the CAMAC set of functions the F1 line is used for simplicity.

3.2.2.1 Writing to the TDC:
At the same time as the coded function appears on the function lines a STROBE is sent
by the PC interface. This signal fires a multivibrator with one output directly wired
to S1 ( needed for F16 and F18 ) and to S2 ( needed for F24 and F26 ). The other
output starts another multivibrator, which provides the TDC with the necessary N
signal. The length of S1/S2 was chosen to 200 nsec in accordance with CAMAC timing
recommendations. The timing requirements for the write-operations F16 and F18
are not critical. Provided that N is active the TDC will carry out the required
operation as soon as S1 is in the low state. Timing with S2 is little more exacting.
The execution will happen on the rising edge of S2, i.e. when S2 returns to the
passive state. But then N still has to be active. For that reason the timing strobes and
N cannot be wired together. A different multivibrator actuates N with a output pulse
width of 300 ns in order to ensure the proper working of S2.

3.2.2.2 Data collection with the TDC
In the beginning of each cycle the TDC output buffer is empty and all CAMAC R lines
are cleared. A converted time is indicated by means of the CAMAC individual s.ation
demand LAM (look at me ). This signal triggers a monovibrator resulting in an
output pulse with a tunable width from 5 to 20 us. The inverted output is connected
to the N input on the TDC. As soon as N is active, LAM is turned off and data on the TDC
output buffer is released onto the CAMAC R lines. After the TDC WAITING time has
passed , the corresponding signal goes down to the low state, triggering a second
multivibrator which produces a 200 ns S2 pulse. Simultaneously a third
multivibrator is fired with a 300 ns N signal, as described in section 3.2.2.1. The
transition of S2 from low to high clears the TDC output buffer and resets LAM. The
TDC is now ready for a new cycle.
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For safety reasons the S2 signal is also wired to the 'Clear' entry on the first

multivibrator. There is no sufficient timing overlap between the N generated by the

LAM and S1/S2 fired multivibrators. But removing N makes LAM going active which

may retrigger the TDC WAITING multivibrator. Using 'Clear' suppresses any

retriggering reliably. The timing of the signals is shown in figure 3.2.a.

LAM i n

TDC WAITING " I
1 • »

0 2 ns

S1/S2 y U

0.3 ns

« i L_n
DATA on

R lines -| f~] I L

Figure 3.2.a: The liming diagram of signals related to the CAMAC cycle simulation

3.2.2.3 Reading the TDC offset

For reading the TDC offset register, with F24 followed by F2, a somewhat different

CAMAC cycle is necessary. As after F24 no LAM is created, the usual cycle has to be

bypassed. The CAMAC function line F1, not used in the TDC instruction, is wired

through some logic gates to the N entrance on the TDC, by which the content in the

TDC output buffer is set free onto the dataway. Likewise the F1 simulates the TDC

WAITING, so that the creation of the DATA READY signal only depends on the routing

unit ( see chapter 6 for application ).

3 .2 .3 The CAMAC like dataway gets information from outside and transferres it to

the PC interface.

3.2.3.1 The routing unit

The eight BNC connectors on the front side of the TDC interface module lead via socket
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5 and 6 ( see fig. 3.3.2 ) to 'and' - gates, where the routing pairs are formed (for

modification see section 3.3.1 ). From there the 8 lines of routing reach an 8 to 3

line octal priority encoder ( LS148 ). Each of the three data output bits enter a

multivibrator. The output pulses of the multivibrators are wired to socket 13 ( see

fig. 3.3.1 ) and from there to the CAMAC like R12, R13 and R14. As soon as a valid

routing information is present on the encoder, the corresponding latches are fired

and kept active for 20 us, which is the maximum TDC WAITING time. In this way it is

guaranteed that the routing information is still present on the CAMAC like lines when

the event is read in ( mostly about 200 ns after that). The multivibrators are

cleared in each CAMAC cycle, when the TDC WAITING time has passed (which is 200

ns before the TDC output buffer is freed; see 2.2.2 ). So the transfer of unrelated

time and routing address to the PC interface is impossible.

Moreover, every input to the encoder rises the EO ( enable output) on the LS148,

which constitutes the ROUTING PRESENT and serves as an entrance to the pile-up

rejector.

3.2.3.2 The pile-up rejector

As shown in figure 3.1 both the start ( BNC 1, 2 ,7, 8 ) and stop inputs are 'or'-ed.

If more than one start or stop pulse is present, a PILE UP signal is generated, which

starts a multivibrator with a maximum 20 us output length. The negative output of

this multivibrator is wired to an 'and' gate. The second 'and' input comes from the

positive output of another multivibrator, that is fired when the ROUTING PRESENT

signal returns to zero. Accordingly, a pile-up detection is possible during the time

the start and stop signals overlap.

If no pile-up is detected, the corresponding multivibrator is still in rest and the

output concerned in the high level state. Consequently the ROUTING PRESENT passes

the 'and' gate and the ROUTING VALID is formed.

If piling-up occurs, the output in question is in the low state for 20 us, blocking the

'and' gate. In that way it is guaranteed that pile-up is indicated as long as the

ROUTING PRESENT is on. The pile-up multivibrator is cleared, when the TDC waiting

time is over and so no true events are suppressed. The ROUTING PRESENT

multivibrator does not have to be cleared. The formation of DATA READY is not

possible without a valid TDC WAITING, which cannot be reacti ated within about 400

ns.

In addition to the start/stop pile-up events, one type of TDC produced wrong events

has to be prevented from being read in. If the spectrum address in a subgroup,

formed by the time converted by the TDC, exceeds 2047, at least one of the bits

higher that R11 are activated. But as only R1-R11 are wired to the CAMAC like

dataway directiy from the TDC, the address has wrapped around leading to an at least

2047 channels shorter time. In order to remove all these events, the TDC outputs

R12-R16 are 'or'-ed and constitute a signal called the 'wrap around'. This signal is

treated as a pseudo pile-up and enters the rejector as an additional pile-up input.
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3.2.3.3 The formation of DATA READY

If there is a valid TDC WAITING, the appearance of a ROUTING VALID will

immediately lead to the formation of a DATA READY. If the ROUTING VALID is missing,

the TDC WAITING will automatically be tumed off after the TDC WAITING time is up.

The ROUTING VALID signal expires after 50C ns. The interplay of the topic signals is

elucidated in figure 3.2.b.

TDC WAITING

ROUTING PRESENT

PILE-UP

ROUTING VALID

DATA READY

0.4 »it

_ n _

05 us

n
0 5 >is

n

i
0 4 »it

n

0.5 K S

n

i i
0.3 lit

n

i i

Figure 3.2.b: The timing diagram of signals related to the daiaway

3.3 Easy modifications

The construction of the TDC interface, as described here, refers to a 4 detector DPAC

equipment, where both positive and negative times are allowed. The standard

spectrum length <s chosen to be 2048 channels for each subgroup. So the total

spectrum area amounts to 16384 channels * 2 bytes. If requested, the subgroup

spectrum length can be expanded to 4096 channels. Using only four routing

addresses no problems will arise. However, when choosing eight subgroups of 4096

channels each * 2 bytes - 64 K space of memory, some precautions have to be taken.

In that case software troubles due to the 64 K block structure of the PC memory have

to be expected. Nevertheless, as long as the program code as well as the total

spectrum area find room within 64 K, modifications can easily be performed.

For use in a set-up with deviating routing combinations an external routing encoder
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can, after some changes in the TDC interface, be coupled to the BNC inputs.

Modifications are performable even for a non specialist, as some of the fixed

connections are not wired directly from circuit to circuit. Instead, they pass special

sockets, where the plugged on components can be exchanged for new ones that suit the

different purposes. The labeling of sockets refers basically to the build prototype,

where the sockets concerned are marked.

3 .3 .1 For expanding the spectrum size socket nr 13 is of importance. Figure

3.3.1 shows the connections to the socket and the different types of layout of the

plugged-on component carriers.

1 ' '
8-20*8

1 1 1

1-4088

1

1
1

I 1 1
| 4'40«S
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Figure 3.3.1: The plug-on components for

spectrum sizes 8*2048 (left),

8*4096 (middle) and

4*4096 channels (right) and

the outer connections of socket 13
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3.2 For use with an external routing unit the sockets nr 5 and 6 have to be

changed as shown in figure 3.3.2. Up to eight high level active routing signals can be

fed onto the BNC inputs. In that case the former routing logic ( LSOO ) has no real

function, but works as a necessary inverter of the external signals. The pile-up

rejector prevents two simultaneous routing addresses from coming through.

n

JL

BNC inputs

Figure 3.3.2: The external connections for sockels 5 and 6 (left), and the plug-on
components for external (middle) or internal routing (right).
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4. The Interrupt Service Routine

4.1 General remarks

The interrupt service routine (ISR ) takes care of the data collection. Once loaded

together with the system, it works in the background and leaves the PC free for

nearly any other program. The data collection starts when the program isr is run

and the correct interrupt mask is set, as described in 5.3. The program, reported

here, contains all necessary steps to be performed, before the ISR is working.

Mentioning the ISR in this manual always refers to the procedure

interrupt_service_routine, which will be executed any time a valid interrupt

is calling.

4.2 Construction of the program isr

The code of \t,e program isr, written in TURBO PASCAL, is listed in appendix 4.

The program consists of the declaration part, three procedures with one of them

being the actual interrupt service routine ISR and the routine calls.

4 .2 .1 The basic idea of the program and the ISR is the well defined, memory

resistant location of the spectrum area. This is realized with the definition of

identifiers 'typed constant' and "absolute variables', TURBO PASCAL specialities with

unique features:

All typed constant identifiers, declared in the constant definition part, are located in

the code segment. Typed constants have to be predefined, but the value may be changed

afterwards.

Variables may be declared to reside at specific memory addresses, and are then called

'absolute'.

This special definitions are applied in the program isr as follows:

The typed constant 'space', an array of 128 • 256 bytes = 32 kbyte is predefined.

The integer variable 'spectrum', of the same size as 'space', is defined as an 'absolute'

and is forced to reside at the same location as 'space'. As 'spectrum' is in fact the

spectrum area where data is accumulated to, it is safely located in the code segment

and becomes memory resistant. In principle 'spectrum' could be declared as a typed

constant directly but the predefinition of the 16 K of integers makes it unfeasible.

4 .2 .2 In the procedure lnterrupt_service_routine, the ISR, the instructions

to be performed after an interrupt call are listed. The instructions follow those

suggested in the TURBO PASCAL manual. With the language specific 'inline' command

the critical registers are preserved. Then the information of the 16 bit CAMAC like R
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lines in the buffers on the PC interface is read in two port-read commands and the

increment of the corresponding memory cell is performed. Finally the end of the

interrupt is indicated to the interrupt coprocessor, the registers are restored and

the 'iref ends the ISR.

The procedure set jvt stores the old interrupt vector and sets the new one in the

interrupt vector table, telling the processor where to jump when the interrupt

concerned is calling ( see section 4.3 for details ).

The third procedure is just an instrument for getting to know, where the spectrum

area is located.

4 .2 .3 The execution of the program isr starts with the installation of the start

address of the ISR into the interrupt vector table. After some user information

outputs to the screen the program is terminated by a 'terminate process and remain

resident' DOS call, also giving the next expandable address for subsequent programs.,

but still stays resident in the background. So the program returns to DOS, but the

important parts stay at the same location in the memory.

4.3 PC interrupt usage and application

For a better understanding the lecture of reference 4 is highly recommended.

The architecture of the IBM PC provides 8 lines for true hardware interrupts IRQO

- IRQ7, with IRQO having the highest priority. Three of the interrupt lines are used

by the PC itself: IRQO by the system timer, IRQ1 by the keyboard and IRQ6 by the

floppy - disc controller. The remaining lines can be used by cards in the peripheral

slots. As in the present case especially writing to the disc should work free of

complications, the IRQ7 with the lowest priorny is chosen to collect data from the

TDC.

The IRQ lines lead to a programmable interrupt controller ( PIC, Intel 8259),

which indicates a valid interrupt to the processor.

An interrupt is valid, if no interrupt of higher priority is currently executed and if

interrupts on this line are allowed ( IRQ not masked ).

In TURBO PASCAL, the 'port $21' instruction allows masking and demasking the

individual interrupt lines by setting the corresponding bit in the interrupt mask

register ( IMR ) to 1 or 0, respectively. In the DEPACK program the command h a l t

enables the IRQ7 by setting bit 7 in the IMR to 1. The command run zeros bit 7 and

enables the IRQ7 line.

When the processor acknowledges the interrupt call it reads the interrupt type

number ( = interrupt request number + 8 ), which the PIC has written to data lines

on the PC bus. The interrupt type number is used as an index to access the interrupt

vector table ( IVT ). In the program isr the procedure set jvt sets the new

interrupt vector table by overwriting the, at the corresponding entrance located,
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existing address with the address of the first executable instruction in the ISR. The

TURBO PASCAL procedure 'intr' performs the operation with an argument consisting

of: the variable 'pcreg.al' contains the interrupt type number, 'pcreg.ds' the segment

address of the ISR and 'pcreg.dx' the offset of the ISR within the segment. The first 7

bytes in every procedure are non executable instructions added by the compiler, so a

7 has to be added to the offset.

In the corresponding entry to the IVT the processor finds the address pointing to the

first executable command in the ISR. The address consists of the segment and the

offset within the segment. The IVT is always located in the first hundred bytes of

memory. Here, the IRQ7 call leads to an interrupt type number 15 and thus the

address pointing at the ISR is located in byte 60 to 64 in segment 0 in the memory.

However, the direct addresses should not be used in applications. A 'hard - coring'

the BIOS addresses can cause troubles, as the location of the IVT may be subject to

change without notice.

The program DEPACK has to know the place of residence of ISR and DEPACK common

parameters. Since the memory location of the ISR is stored in the IVT, finding the

last implemented channel and the address of the memory resistant active spectrum

area becomes fairly easy.

The start address to the ISR, in this case stored in byte 60 to 64, is received by

calling the TURBO PASCAL "MemW array command. MemW[0:62] renders the

segment, MemW[0:60] the offset of the location of the ISR. Although this way of

retrieving the ISR addresses is easy to program, the use of a 'intr* calf is safer, as

already mentioned. The vector stored in the IVT points to the beginning of the first

executable instruction in the ISR, which is the first 'inline' command. Thus,

subtracting the 7 bytes of compiler overlay gives the beginning of the ISR. The next

object located before the ISR is the 16 K * 2 byte spectrum area. So setting the

pointer variable 'spectrum' to MemW[0:62] - 7 - $8000 will link the active

spectrum area to the memory resistant spectrum, where data is collected to.

The last incremented channel, needed in the DEPACK command dis for on - line

update of the displayed spectrum, is located before the spectrum and is reached

analogously.

The somewhat complicated interrupt handling takes time. The time passing from the

IRQ7 call to the end of the ISR is about 140 us. Test runs have shown that adding

commands between the 'inline' instructions does only slightly affect the total

execution time. The interrupt frequency is limited to 7 kHz.
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5. The DEPACK program

5.7 General remarks

The program, that controls the TDC, is called DEPACK. It is written in TURBO

PASCAL and is only needed during the set - up of the TDC. During the course of the

measurement loading DEPACK or any other program does not affect the data

collection.

Apart from controlling the TDC data treatment can also be performed with DEPACK.

The spectrum, that is currently collected, is stored to a spectrum area that is

memory resistant and is called the 'active spectrum area'. Furthermore, another

spectrum can be loaded from the disc. This will automatically be stored into the

'inactive spectrum area'. These spectrum areas exist simultaneously, but do not

affect each other. However, there is only one set of parameters, used in the various

routines, that is common for both spectrum areas.

If calling the active spectrum area, the actual status of the experiment can be seen.

On - line spectrum display, data reduction and fitting can be performed.

If calling the inactive spectrum area, the PC is used as an usual off line data

analyzing computer.

Of course, the size and the speed of the PC limits the cases for which fitting the data

can be performed economically. In complicated cases the calculated perturbation

function with corresponding errors can be stored on the disc and later transferred to

a bigger computer.

However, for most cases the complete data reduction and fitting is done with the PC

and the result written to the disc. A ' .sav' file, stored from DEPACK, contains the

full spectrum area and the data reduction and fit related parameters and occupies

33408 kbyte on the disc.

5.2 The construction of the program

In order to simplify develeopment and maintainance of the DEPACK program, it is

split into smaller parts and put together at compile - time by the 'I compiler

directive'.

The main program 'depack.pas' consists of the declaration part, the commands that

call the routines and the declaration list of the 12 including files.

In addition to these including files the I compiler directive is used to make input and

output ( I/O ) operations less critical. The program will not halt due to an improper

input but ask again for new values until correct parameters are received.

This is done by temporarily setting the I/O checking routine passive, where upon no

run time checks are performed. The 'lOresult' standard function indicates, with a non
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zero value, the occurrence of an error. By repeating the input operation and checking

the I/Oresult until it is zero, the read-in of improper parameters is excluded.

Analogously all output operations, i.e. writing to the disc, are protected. Divergently,

however, an unsuccessful output operation is not retried but an error message is

generated by the program.

In the beginning the program gets the information, at which location in the memory

the active spectrum area has been installed by the program 'isr* ( see section 4.3 for

details ). If the ISR is not loaded, the spectrum pointer points to a part of the

operating ststem. Overwriting or clearing the 'active spectrum area' will, in that

case, halt the system completely.

As mentioned above DEPACK consists of the main program DEPACK.pas and the herein

specified and called program parts *.i. The code of the complete program is enclosed

as appendix 5.

5.3 Command description

In the following chapter the set of commands calling the routines provided in DEPACK

is described in detail. A short summary is added as a quick reference in section 5.4.

Communicating with the routines is made fairly safe. Giving an impossible input, e.g.

type mismatch, never halts the program. Every improper input will be rejected and

the routine will ask for a new value or exit the routine and return to the main

program. A not defined command or routine call will be ignored.

If a routine asks for a sequence of inputs they should be separated by a space

according to PASCAL standard.

All inputs concerning channel numbers can be done in two different ways: as absolute

channel number or as a coded channel number, i.e. the channel number within the

subgroup followed by a dot and the subgroup number. Subgroups are labeled from 0

to 7.

Example ( for groupsize=2048 ): '1234.2' is interpreted as channel 1234 in the

third subgroup, equivalent with the absolute channel 5330. The absolute channel

8192 can be written as '0.4'.

Fractions of channels are not allowed.

If not specified otherwise, all inputs the routines asks for have predefined values,

which are displayed in brackets. These are the values that have been fed in before and

which are stored and restored together with the spectrum. If the value in brackets

suits just pressing the 'return' key will use it as an input. Typing a new value will

overwrite the previous one. If a series of values is requested, giving less than the

wanted number of inputs will overwrite the first ones and keep the last ones

unchanged.

As parts of the DEPACK program are taken over from a previous version, here not

very much will be said about the theoretical background of the data reduction
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commands in 5.3.4. Instead the lecture of reference 6 ( B. Lindgren: DEPACK • an

interactive data analysis program ) is recommended.

5.3.1 The set-up commands

8«t tdc

With this command the transfer of necessary start information to the TDC is

performed. Once received, the TDC works on the basis of these set-up parameters.

Thus the s« t tdc does not have to be redone for every new experiment unless the

values should be changed or the TDC has been switched off.

In the beginning of the procedure the TDC is disabled in order to be on the safe side.

On the front side of the TDC the LED 'INK is turned on.

Then the routine asks for the coded time resolution wanted:

Resolution ( 1..15 => 0.156, 0.312, 0.625, 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10 ... ns ) ?

Answering with T denotes a time resolution of 0.15625 ns/ch.

In principle the answer '0' corresponding to 78.125 ps/ch time resolution is

possible as well and test runs proved the proper operation of the '• DC in this special

mode. However the LeCroy TDC user's manual dissuades from running the TDC in this

modus oerandi.

The next question by the routine concerns the coded time range:

Range (80 + number' 160 ns ) ?

The answer '0' means 80 ns range, typing ' 1 ' yields at 240 ns range etc..

If for the chosen resolution the range exceeds the spectrum area the routine will give

a warning. The wrap-around rejection feature in the TDC interface ( section 3.1.3 )

however ensures proper operation anyhow.

After that the routine requests the value for the TDC offset register:

Offset register ?

Replying with 789' will add the value 789' to every digit of converted time

internally in the TDC. In this way the spectrum can be shifted arbitrarily within the

subgroups.

When the transfer of the offset register information to the TDC is executed the

routine will immediately enable the module. The 'INH' LED is turned off and the TDC

is ready for operation. If start- and stop pulses are present, the 'NR' LED will

indicate that conversion is in progress. However, as interrupts are enabled by the

command run ( see below ), data will not be collected yet.

The final question is related to the possibility of writing the actual spectrum and

parameters automatically to the disc with a certain period:

Disc save intervals (hours ) ?

The predefined value is 10000 hours and pressing the return key will p.aserve this

value (for more details see below ).
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set savetiae

During data collection, when calling sat tdc and thus manipulating the TDC is not

desired, the save time can be changed separately with this command, 'set savetime=2'

stores the current spectrum and parameters every second hour. The binary file, the

data is stored to, is always 'depack.sav' and will therefore be overwritten

periodically. Any set savetime or sat tdc command will reset the clock

memory and the save time period starts from the beginning. The actual value for the

save time is displayed in status.

set filename

This command is used only for the purpose of documentation or as an assisting tool

for absent-minded operators, 'set filename=kod717' will not affect any active

procedure. The filename can only be read with the status command.

set groupsize

With this command the size of each subgroup can be affected, 'set groupsize=3072'

reserves 3072 channels for each group. It is only used in the decoding of channel

number inputs and can be practical in off line data analysis. A meaningful use of this

command concerning the active spectrum area in on line data tratment requires a

contemporaneous change in the hardware, as described in 3.3. The predefined

groupsize is 2048 channels.

set a

The command 'set a', which stands for 'set active spectrum area', links all

instructions referring to the coincidence spectra like 'dis', 'sav' or 'r45' to the

active spectrum area.

set i

All spectrum treating procedures are related to the inactive spectrum area. Data

collection to the active spectrum area is not influenced.

end / quit

Both these instructions leave the DEPACK program and return to DOS. The settings of

the TDC will not be affected. This means that data collection is still in progress even

if DEPACK is not loaded. By leaving the program with this command the screen mode

is automatically set to the textmode.

5.3.2 affirmation commands

status

This is just for helping the operator to remember what is currently going on. The
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information obtained with this command concerns the TDC settings for time

resolution, time range, the spectrum size in either direction around time zero and

the content of the TDC offset register, which is called 'software offset'. In addition the

name of the lately used I/O file is told. This name is only changed by the commands

'set filename=...\ 'sav ...' or 'rst ...'. Finally the current value for the save time, the

automatic disc save interval, is displayed.

help

If information about how to use the program is required, typing 'help' will list the

quick reference ( section 5.4 ) on the screen. For retrieving the knowledge the file

'depack.hlp' must be present in the default directory.

5.3.3 spectrum effecting commands

zero
The spectrum area can be cleared with this command. It zeroes the actual, i.e. active

or inactive spectrum area. If the ISR has not been loaded previously, clearing the

active spectrum area the system will go astray completely, as parts of the code will

be zeroed.

run
This starts the data collection. Independent of which spectrum area is chosen data

will always be collected to the active spectrum area. The following operations are

performed internally: First the necessary interrupt entry is activated in the PC

(see section 4.3 ). Then the TDC is enabled and finally set into the data collecting

mode. Now the 'NR' LED on the front panel of the TDC should be on. The brightness of

the LED is a measure for how much the TDC is saddled and not for the data collection

frequency.

halt

With the 'halt' command data collection is stopped. The used interrupt entry is

inactivated and the TDC disabled. The 'INH' LED is turned on.

ofs

This is a pure service and test command ( see chapter 6 ) . The TDC remains in the

inhibit mode. If routing signals are present the value of the TDC offset register is

continuously read into the active spectrum area.

inactive to active

With this instruction two spectra can be added. Only working if the active spectrum

area is chosen ( se t a ) it adds the inactive spectrum to the active spectrum.
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inactiv* from activ*

The inactive spectrum will be subtracted from active spectrum area if the active

spectrum is chosen.

5.3.4 data reduction commands

g22 / y4g

The calculation of the perturbation function for a non polarized sample in 90°/180°

geometry, applying the active or inactive spectrum area, is performed. The routine

asks a lot of questions starting with

number of spectra (...) and a22 (...; ;

The accepted numbers of spectra are 1, 2, 4 and 8. After that a display on the screen

informs about the function which will be used in the calculation. For 8 spectra this

is:

022= ((1'3t5'7)*(1/4)-(2'4'6'B)*(1/4))/((1'3'S'7)*(1/4) + 2'(2'4'6'8
which should be read as

VVC(1)*C(3)*C(5)*C(7) - VVC(2)*C(4)*C(6)*C(8)
G22 = " 7 = ^

V VC(1)*C(3)*C(5)*C(7) + 2*V VC(2)*C(4)*C(6)*C(8)

The next question refers to the background:

channel input as ch.group ( 0 ..7)

accidentials: average of 20 channels starting at

Here the start channels for the background calculation should be told, as absolute

channel numbers or as the coded 'channel.subgroup' combinations. Setting the first

background start channel number to '0' results in

Accidentials:

where upon the values for the background can be fed in directly.

After that the routine asks for the

Size and selection (....):
The size refers to the number of channels in each coincidence spectrum used to form

the perturbation function. The selection specifies how many channels in the

coincidence spectra will be added and used as one channel in the calculation of the data

reduction. There are no restrictions on the choice of these values.

The final input is the numbers for the

start channels (....), negative for reversed decay :

Even here absolute or coded channel numbers will be accepted. A minus sign before

the start channels should be used, if the decay is reversed ( negative time, stop

before start ).

The reduced experimental data ( generally called y ) and the errors ( dy ) are stored

in a DEPACK global array. They are not stored to the disc with the sav sommands.
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r90 / y4r

The communication with this routine, calculating the perturbation function for a

polarized sample in 907180° detector geometry, is the same as in 922 described

above. The calculated function is

R = ((1'3'5'7

r45

The calculation of R(t) in 45°/135° detector geometry is performed similarity to
r90. The calculated function is told by the computer:

R= ((1t3t6'8)A(1/4)-(2*4'5t7)A(1/4))/((1'3'6'8)A(1/4) + (2t4'5'7)

fft

This part performs the fast fourier transform of the reduced experimental values y,

generated in g22, r90 or x45. The first question concerns the

initial/final channels

where the channel numbers refer to the reduced data array of y-s to be Fourier

transformed. Next question is

fft size m (2 A m) and window parameter :

The size of the Fourier spectrum ( m < 11 ) may exceed the number of y points,

whereas zero values are added. The window parameter defines the convolution of the

topic y-area: 0 for a rectangular window, a Kaiser-Bessel function otherwise.

The routine ends by telling

fft stored in inactive spectrum area 0 .. * normalized to *

frequency ( w) per channel = *

The usual spectrum associated commands like dis and cen may then be used for

analyzing the fourier spectrum.

fit

With this procedure the reduced data can be least squares fitted to a function defined

by the parameters p. The selectable functions and the meaning of different p are

listed as soon as the routine is called:

LSQ - fit to fen - p[3J + a • cos( wt + ph ) • d( e, ww) + ...

with t = / • p[1] + p[2)

e " 0/d* 1, e > 0/d- gaussian, e <0/d~ torentz, and e - e • cos( wwt)

Parameters: a(11), w(12), ph(13), e(14), ww(15) + n • 5, n - 0 .. 7

When ip > 0 then p[k) - p[k] • p[ip[k]]

+ combined mag. el with ai(4), a2(5), wb(6) » w0(7) and gauss(8)

+ p[9] • exp( p[10] * t) for background correction

+ p[46] • conv. exp. decay+p[49] * gauss, tau(47), fwhm(48)

The function applying to combined interaction with O>B » "0 is

fen = 0.2 + 0.4 cosset)* 1/u [10 cos(2co0t) + 4 cos(&>0t) ] +

+ 1/14 [ 5 cos(3a)Qt) + 9 cos(co0t) ]

Fitting in the case of combined interaction with COB = fJ)o involving matrix
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diagonalizations should take too much time. Hence a fitting routine for that case is not

provided in the program ( see command wfy for data transfer to a more powerful

computer).

The first question concerns the range to be fitted:

start and stop channel (...)

Only integer values not exceeding the y - area are accepted. In the following list

parameter values - index, p, ip ( CR « ready, -1 reset all but not p[1])

the parameter p[1] ( « actual time resolution ) is always set automatically by tt.e

procedures sat tdc ( TDC time resolution ) and g22/r90/r45 ( selection ). All

parameters are predefined = 0. Values do not have to be assigned if not used.

index of parameters to fit

is the next question and here, in principle, a maximum number of 20 parameters

can be given. There are no predefined values that can be taken over (does not apply

the ' auto' mode, where the former ones are taken ). The final information needed is:

max iterations and chi2 convergence (...)

After giving the maximum number of iterations wanted and setting the X2

convergence limit, the program starts fitting, telling the intermediate result after

each iteration. The procedure can be interrupted by pressing any key and is

interrupted automatically, when fitting fails and the error determinant gets zero.

Otherwise

Isq • fit result depack program chisq

with the complete list of all non zero parameters appears. The LSQ fit errors are

only given for the recently fitted parameters and are not stored permanently, but can

be retrieved in a new run, where the 'max iteration' is set to zero.

sim

This part simulates the reduced values y and errors dy. As for the simulation the

theoretical function is used, all parameters needed must be set before in the least

square fit procedure f i t . The only input is

Last channel ( 0 .. last), delta and decay - tau (in channel units)

The simulated spectrum can not be longer than 2048 channels.

can
This command performs a centroid calculation of peaks in the spectrum area. There

are no predefined values for the three input parameters

Centroid between channels using background at channel... :

The result printed is the

Area = ... Centroid'... Delta =

where delta is the standard deviation of the centroid determination.
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ydf

This command changes the experimental perturbation function y. For each channel

the value for the fitting function f is subtracted from y. No input values have to be

given.

5.3.5 display commands

cl

The screen is cleared with this command. The PC returns or stays in the text mode

with 25 lines and 80 characters on each line. Before leaving DEPACK through other

tricks than «nd or q u i t , this command should be given if graphic ( produced in

pyo, p f o and p fy ) is still on the screen. There is no easy way of returning to the

text mode from DOS.

d / dis

This part displays the current spectrum area,either the active or inactive spectrum.

Display: F1 .. F10: lin scale, shift Fx: log scale, Larr, Rarr for curser

(in)active spectrum area

initial/final channels (...) ( ch.group 0 ..7)

The input is possible as a direct or coded channel number. The special channel

number combination '0 0' displays the full spectrum range from channel 0 to

16383. Channel range lower than 320 channels results in an IBM PC GraphMode

display ( 320 x 200 dots ), otherwise HighRes ( 640 x 200 dots ).

If data collection is in progress the on-line growth of the spectrum can be seen in

looking at the active spectrum. If collecting at high counting rates no complete

upgrade of the display can be obtained resulting in a thorny spectrum. Use any F key

for a display refresh.

During the display of the spectrum area special commands work ( A = contr key ):
A r same as run
Ah same as ha l t
Az same as zero
A l lists last event (the latest updated channel number and content) on top

of the screen. A second >AP will toggle it off.

F* the function keys scale the vertical axis. The scale is displayed in the upper

left corner. F1 smallest, F10 largest linear scale,

shift - F* logarithmic scale

arrow keys move the curser, position displayed in the upper right corner

<—/—> : move curser one displayed channel to the left / right

shift <—/—> : move curser 10 displayed channels to the left / right
A <—/—> : move curser 100 displayed channels to the left / right

leaves display and returns to DEPACK
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pyo

This routine plots the perturbation function y ( only ), formed in g22, r90, r45 or
sim, in a 640 x 150 dots window. The channel numbers asked for in

initial / final channel ( ... )

must be an integer and scaling of the coordinate axis is done by answering

min / max (...)

If the given value for max is not bigger than the one for min, the routine will scale

automatically. After running this routine the PC is not in the text mode.

pfo

Working in the same way as pyo, the function f, produced in f i t , is plotted only.

pfy

Here both f and y are plotted together into one window.

5.3 .6 Input / output commands

The asterisk behind instruction calls means that adding a file name is facultative.

Three dots indicate that the file name is compulsory.

sav *

This part writes the complete save - area to a binary file on the disc. The save- area

consists basically of the full spectrum area, the start parameters for the data

reducing and plot procedures and the start and result parameters of the 'fit' routine.

Both the active and inactive spectrum area can be stored. Note that there are two

spectrum areas but only one common set of parameters from the different routines.

If there is no file name specified after the command, data will be written to a file

called 'depack.sav'. Otherwise 'depack' will be substituted for the name wanted. The

file name must not exceed eight characters. If writing to the disc fails, the program

will tell it:

save error or cannot open save file *.sav

Otherwise the program confirmes the successful operation:

spectrum and parameters saved to *.sav

rst #

If this command is given, the save - area is read from the binary disc file

'depack.sav' or the file with the specified name. The spectrum area is always read

into the inactive spectrum area. Failure

Cannot lind save file *.sav or restore error

and success

spectrum and parameters from save file '.sav restored.
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Do not forget to recalculate the perturbation function

are indicated.

rea *

This command works as r a t , but does not restore fit associated parameters.

" P *
The active or inactive spectrum area can be written to a text file, whose file name

always has to be specified. Just typing 'wsp' will write to the screen. Overwriting an

already existing file is impossible:

File already exists, nothing written

The routine asks repeatedly for the range to be written

Initial channel (ch.group 0 .. 7) and size ( 0 to stop)

and confirmes the execution

channels written to file ....

rap ...

The text file spectrum with the specified file name is read into the inactive spectrum

area. This command can only be called when being in the inactive spectrum mode.

Specifying a file name is compulsory.

•op ...

Similar to rap this call adds the the spectrum to the inactive spectrum area.

wfy *

The theoretical function f and the reduced data function y with errors dy are written.

The size is selectable with

Initial / final channels

If there is no file name set up, the list is written to the screen. Otherwise to the text

file with the stated name. The files a n protected against being overwritten by

File already exists, nothing written

The succeeded accomplishment is indicated with

... values written to file '

5.3 .7 auto commands

The auto - commands are compositions of previously described commands, abridged

with the interactive sections. As they always refer to the active spectrum area, the

on - line development of the actual parameters during the course of the experiment

is observable.

Before calling an auto - routine, the constituting commands have to be run manually

in order to set default - and start parameters. Once called, the auto - routines
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continue in an endless loop. They can be stopped by pressing any Key ( preferably the

space or return key ), which is acknowledged after the end of the current sub -

routine in progress.

The following set of auto - commands is provided in DEPACK:

g22 auto on-line loop of g22 and pyo
r90 auto on-line loop of r90 and pyo
r45 auto on-line loop of r45 and pyo
g22 autofit on-line loop Of g22, f i t and pfy
r90 autofit on-line loop of x90, f i t and pfy
r45 autofit on-line loop Of r45, f i t and pfy
g22 autofft on-line loop of g22, f f t and d
r90 autofft on-line loop of r90, f f t and d
r45 autofft on-line loop of r45, f f t and d
When au to f f t is used the display d is working on the inactive spectrum area

where the Fourier transform is stored, although the active area is used for the ratio

calculations g22, r90, r45 .

5.4 Quick reference

From DOS typing 'depack' will start DEPACK. When the prompt 'depack >' comes up

on the screen the following commands are available:

5.4.1 set-up commands

set tdc resolution, range and offset are read into the TDC, automatic

spectrum storing to disc is defined ( predefined 10000 h )

set savetime 'set savetime=5' stores spectrum every fifth hour

set filename 'set filename=lxm693" for absent-minded, does not affect

active procedures, appears only in 'status'

set groupsize 'set groupsize=2048' assumes 2048 channels for each group

set a links spectrum treating procedures to active spectrum area

set i links spectrum treating procedures to inactive spectrum area

end or quit leaves the 'depack' program

5.4.2 affirmation commands

status tells TDC settings, spectrum range and actual filename

help quick reference appears on the screen
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5.4.3 spectrum effecting commands
zero erases spectrum
run starts data collection to active spectrum area
halt stops data collection
ofs reads offset continuously to active spectrum area
inactive to active adds the inactive spectrum to the active
inactive from active subtracts the inactive spectrum from the active

5.4.4 data reduction commands
g22 or y4g calculates G22O)
r90 or y4r calculates R(t) in 907180° detector geometry
r45 calculates R(t) in 457135° detector geometry
fft performes a fast fourier transformation
fit fits raw spectrum or perturbation function
sim produces a realistic perturbation function that suits fit values
cen performs centroid calculation
ydf subtracts fit result from perturbation function
5.4.5 display commands
cl clears the screen
d or dis displays current spectrum area. Special commands work:

Ar same as'run1

Ah same as 'halt'
Az same as 'zero'
"I lists last event ( channel number and content), toggle
F* function keys F1 - F10 scale spectrum
<-> arrow keys move the curser
q leaves display and returns to DEPACK

pyo plots the perturbation function y only
pfo plots the fitting function f only
pfy plots f and y

5.4.6 Input/output commands
sav writes current spectrum and parameters to file 'depack.sav'
sav... 'sav eloy' writes to file 'eloy.sav'
rst reads 'depack.sav' into inactive spectrum area and paramters
res as 'rst', but no fit related parameters are read in
rst ... 'rst less' reads 'less.sav' into inactive spectrum area
res ... as 'rst', but no fit related parameters are read in
wfy writes function f and y to screen
wfy ... 'wfy comb" writes function f and y to file 'comb'
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wsp writes spectrum to screen

wsp... 'wsp wisp' writes spectrum to text file 'wisp'

rsp ... 'rsp berry' reads spectrum in text file 'berry' into inactive

spectrum area

asp... 'asp hyxia' adds spectrum in text file 'hyxia' to inactive

spectrum area

5.4.7 auto commands
g22 auto on-line loop of 'g22' and 'pyo'

r90 auto on-line loop of 'r90' and 'pyo'

r45 auto on-line loop of 'r45' and 'pyo'

g22 autofit on-line loop of 'g22\ 'fit' and 'pfy'

r90 autofit on-line loop of 'r90'. 'fit' and 'pfy'

r45 autofit on-line loop of 'r45', 'fit' and 'pfy'

g22 autofft on-line loop of 'g22', 'fft' and 'd'

r90 autofft on-line loop of 'r90', 'fft' and 'd'

r45 autofft on-line loop of 'r45', 'fft' and "d"
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6. Test and tuning facilities

The transfer of information from the TDC interface to the PC interface is done by the

CAMAC like dataway. Problems might occur some day due to weak links like badly

soldered junctions or the D shell cornector.

Using amplifiers with long time constants, having slow walk-free SCAs, applying

external routing units etc... cause time delays between the fast and slow signals, for

which the TDC WAITING time may have to be changed. A high counting rate in channel

0.0 or a considerable number of events outside the defined range in subgroup 0 are

clear indications for a too short TDC WAITING time having been chosen.

Checking and tuning the timing potentiometers on the various multivibrators is an

important maintainance in order to guarantee a proper operation of the whole

system. The work to be performed is not very difficult and can be done even by non

specialists.

6.1 Test of the CAMAC like daiaway

For testing the dataway the command of s is used. With that the TDC is set in the

'INH' mode and the coded function F3 is present on the dataway. The function line F1

is not wired to the TDC, so that the module actually receives a F2 instruction. As the

TDC is inhibited, no LAM is generated. Therefore the CAMAC cycle simulation part in

the TDC interface is bypassed with the F1 line generating a constant TDC WAITING.

The generation of a DATA READY thus depends only on the ROUTING VALID.

Feeding one routing group with a pulse will cause the read-in of the content in the

TDC offset register into the PC. The result can be seen by displaying the spectrum

area and, in addition, listing the last event using the ' A l ' option.

By writing new values to the TDC offset register with s* t tdc or varying the

routing group the condition of the CAMAC like dataway lines R1-16 and W1-16 can

be examined.

Fast circuit start and stop pulses to the TDC are neither required nor disturbing in

this test.

6.2 Tuning the TDC WAITING time

For this operation the TDC has to be provided with a correct set of start parameters.

Fast circuit start and stop pulses to the TDC are required and the command run has

to be given.

A converted start stop combination leads to the formation of a TDC internal 'data

ready'. This signal creates a LAM, but is itself not affected by the CAMAC N line. It
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expires, when the TOC WAITING time is up and the end of a S2 signal frees the TDC

output buffer. Therefore the 'data ready* is 200 ns longer than the TDC WAITING

time.

The 'data ready' is present on the two lowest Lemo connectors on the front side of the

TDC and can easily been observed with an oscilloscope. The duration of the TDC

WAITING time is adjustable by the front panel potentiometer on the upper left side of

the TDC interface containing NIM module.

6.3 Testing and tuning multivibrators

The 'data ready' TDC front panel output can serve as a time correlated routing pulse

in testing the length of the OPEN LATCH and ROUTING VALID signals. High TDC

counting rates are then an advantage.

The necessary inverting of the 'data ready' can be done directly in the TDC interface

NIM module. With the TDC in the data collecting mode and feeding the inverted signal

to one routing group, only counts in the corresponding subgroup appear. Delaying the

inverted 'data ready' must not change the situation unless the delay is longer than the

( TDC WAITING time - 300 ns ).

For tuning the OPEN LATCH the cover of the PC has to be removed. The duration of the

signal can be changed with the white painted potentiometer on top of the PC interface

card. The signal is present on the denoted test point beside the potentiometer.

For changing the length of the INTERRUPT the not painted potentiometer has to be

used. There is no test point provided. As described in chapter 2.2.3 the INTERRUPT

vanishes when COLLECTED is formed. The length of the INTERRUPT can be seen on

pins 4 and 14 on the only 74LS221 circuit on the PC interface card.

The potentiometer for changing the ROUTING VALID duration is located on the TDC

interface card. The signal is present on the test point near the potentiometer.
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4201
TOC

LeCroy

CAMAC Model 4201

High Precision, Wide Range,
Fast Encoding TDC
FEATURES
• Encoding time: less than 1 /tsec.
• Time Range: up to 655 /xsec,
• Number of bits read: up to 16 bits (out of the internal 24 bits), this number can be

changed to any smaller number by CAMAC control.
• High resolution: 156.2 psec at a minimum, the resolution can be set to larger

values by CAMAC control (15 ranges available).
• One level of data buffer: to derandomize input rate.
• Symmetrical to start-stop timing: provides positive or negative rate.
• CAMAC settable offset.
• Externally applicable time window of interest.
• Adjustable threshold discriminator on the start and stop inputs.
• CAMAC and LeCroy 3500 compatible.
• Permits customer extensions to function with histogramming memory and/or

time range expansion.
• CAMAC settable time overflow.

The LeCroy Model 4201 Fast Encoding. Time-to-Digitai Convener is intended to cover a large
class of time measurement phenomena Housed in a single-width CAMAC module, it can be read
either via CAMAC. or by a faster acquisition system such as the LeCroy 3500.

The Model 4201 has great flexibility, permitting the customer to extend its uses to a variety of
special applications requiring an interface with a histogramming memory buffer and/or where
time range expansion is required.

The unique features and high quality of this TDC make it an extremely useful tool in a wide range
of applications.

APPLICATIONS
• Crystallography
• Mass Spectroscopy
• Time of flight experiments
• Decay phenomena in nuclear, atomic, and molecular measurements
• Response time measurements in bio-medical research
• Chromatograhy
• Laser ranging

October 1984

Innovators in Instrumentation

LeCROY RESEARCH SYSTEMS SA
TELEX: 28230

101 ROUTE DU NANT D'AVRIL 1217 MEYRIN 1-GENEVE SUISSE
TELEPHONE: (022) 82 33 55
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CAMAC Model 4201
HIGH PRECISION, WIDE RANGE, FAST ENCODING TDC

INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Start/Stop

Gate Stan Gate Stop Clear

Gate Start

Clear

Operation Modes

Multiple Start Capacity

Acquisition Rate Speed Up

Data Acquisition
Range Option

Two paralleled lemo-'ype connectors per each function f c cascading stat'stop pulses h:g~ n ^ 1 impe-
dance (>50 kfi). unused inputs must be terminated, independent threshold on stan and stop inputs ao-
lustable by front pane' poteniometers m the range of - 1 5 to + 1 5 V. threshold precision ± 20 rrv two fron:
panel test points allow a 10X threshold monitor minimum input pulse width of 1 nsec
A switch option permits differential dnve of the stan and/or stop inputs m which case each o( the input con-
nectors receives one pulse of the differential pair as indicated on the front panel, input impedance is 50 V. AC
each input to ground 100 fi DC between the two inputs, common mode swing is ± 2 5 V. fixed threshold is
±10 mV. suitable lot complementary ECL pulses
A second switch option selects either the leading or trailing edge of the input pulses as start/stop
Two parallel lemo-type connectors for each, high mput impedance, accepts positive ur negative pulses m
particular. NIM or TTL. threshold is - 0 4 V for negative +1 4 V for positive pulses
Applies a time window to the start pulse, a switch option permits this input to be used as a veto minimum
pulse width is 10 nsec
A 10 nsec minimum width pulse, applicable at any time, clears the last event only (either the event m process
or last processed) clear time is less than 500 nsec
In addition to use as a normal start-stop TDC. a suitable connection to the front panel allows measurement of
time intervals when the start and stop pulses are traveling on the same cable, as wen as when the time inter-
val is defined by a pulse width, or be the rise or fall time of a signal
Many modules may be externally interconnected so that they respond m common to a stop pjise but in-
dividually to different start pulses traveling on the same cable, thus providing separate readouts tor each
start
Use of several moda.'J suitably interconnected by external cable allows the basic acquisition rate (greater
than i MHz) to be multiplied by a factor which is proportional to the number of modules
CAMAC and LeCroy System 3500 compatible
Position o' internal switches permits choice of eithe' only positive or only negative time intervals

CAMAC COMMANDS AND FUNCTIONS
C
z
I:
LAM
O
F(0)«A(0-3l
F(2).A(0-3l
F(2).A(8l
F(2).A(9)
F(2).Al10)

F(8).A(0-3)
F(10)-A(0-3)
F(16).A(0-3.
F(18)-A(0-3)

Clear last event
Initialize module
Inhibit module
A Look-at-Me is generated as soon as the module has valid data to be read
A Q response is generated if the requested function can be executed
Read data. 16 bits
Read data as S1 reset registe- and LAM at S2
Same as F(2)»A(0-3) plus star test "0' at S2 a following read function will read result of the test
Same as above, but <or test "1
Same as above, but for test "2 "'
Same as above, but for test "3 " '
Test LAM. generate Q response if LAM is ON
Clear LAM and data register
Write offset register 16 bits
Wnte command word
with the following format

16 5 4 1

in II n

F(24).A(0-3)
F(26)-A(0-3)
OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
BUSY

DATA READY

GENERAL
Time Range

"V*
Time Overflow Resolution (1-15)

Disable module (In this state the offset value can be read with F(0) or F(2j)
Enable module

Two paralleled Lemo-type connectors provide swiichable option for either 32 mA (2 x NIMj outputs or
20 mA (2 x TTL) outputs the BUSY output changes state as soon as either a start or a stop input arrives,
and it stays on until the conversion is done or the second stop or stan rnpui completes the event (swnchabie)
Delay between input and busy signals is less than 8 nsec A BUSY LED is provided on the front panel
Two parallel Lemo-type connectors provide switchabie option for either 32 mA (2 x NIMj outputs or 20 mA
(2 x TTL) outputs The DATA READY output changes state as soon as data is ready to be read A DATA
READY LED monitor is provided on the front panel

± 655 ysec maximum Defined by 24-bit coding, and subset may be read out by appropriate CAMAC com-
mand to redefine the maximum time range Circuit symmetry relative to start and stop times permits negative
time measurements
156.2 psec minimum 15 resolution values fTom 156 2 psec (1 LSB) to 2560 nsec are CAMAC selectable
a <0 8 counts for 156 2 psec resolution
10"e long term stability
Typically 0 5 Msec for zero time measurement
A 16-bit ^AMAC loaded offset value may be added to any measured time
Time overflow value. CAMAC controlled over a range of 160 nsec to 655 ̂ sec, m steps of 160 nsec aborts or
stops conversions when overfoiw occurs (Switchabie)
One level of memory permits a second event to be acquired before the first event has been read out
A DATA READY condition causes generation of a LAM signal
One single-width CAMAC module without customer board double width is required for customer board
+ 6 V at 1 1 A. - 6 V at 2 5 A * 24 v al 30 mA - 24 V at 60 mA
The module can be equipped with a customer board containing the interface for a custome' defined
histogrammmg memory and'or time range expansion
'These are factory calibration tests not normally for customer use

SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Time Resolution
Precision

Average Conversion Time
Offset Register
Time Overflow Setting

Butler Memory
LAM Generation
Packaging
Power Consumption
Module Extension
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isr.pas isr.pas

program isr;
const

z = ";
old_ivt: arr»y[O..l] of integer = (0,0);
channel_low: byte = 0;
channel_high: byte = 0;
{force spectrum area into code segment)
space: array[0..$7f] of string[255] =

(z,z,z,z,z,z,z.z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,
z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,
z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z.z.z,z,
z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z,z);

var spectrum:array[0..$3fff] of integer absolute space;
channel: integer absolute channel_low;
pcreg: record case integer of

1: (ax,bx,cx,dx,bp,si,di,ds,es,flags: integer);
2: (al,ah,bl,bh,cl,ch,dl,dh : byte);
end;

procedure interrupt_service_routine; interrupt_SerVlC€
begin

inline(Sle ,'S50 ,'S53 /S51 /S52 /S57 /S56 /S06);
{push DS AX BX CX DX Dl SI ES)

channel_low:=pon[S302];
channel_high:=port[S303];
spectnim[channel]:=spectrurn[channel]+l;
port[S0020]:=S20; {non specific EOl to 8259 PIC)
inline(SO7/S5e/S5f/S5a/S59,'S5b/S58/Slf/Sc0;

{pop ES SI Dl DX CX BX AX DS IRET)
end;

procedure set_ivt(entry:integer); SCt IVt
const dos_function = S21; ~~

get_vector = S35;
set_vector = S25;

begin
entry:=entry+8; {software interrupt number}
pcreg. a!:=erttry;
pcreg.ah:=get_vector;
intr(dos_function,pcreg); {get old interrupt vector)
old_ivt[0]:=pcreg.es; {returned in es:bx)
old_ivt[l]:=pcreg.bx; {now stored in new addrcss-7'-$8000-6}
pcreg.ds:=cseg;
pcreg.dx:=ofs(intemipt_service_routine)+7;
pcreg.al:=entr>';
pcreg.ah:=set_vector;
intr(dos_function,pcreg); {set new vector)

end; {setjvt)

procedure be«(v:integer); 'prints hex code of integer v) nCX
const map: array[0..15] of char = '0123456789ABCDEF';
begin

write<' $',map[(v sJir 12) and SOOOf]);
write(map[(v shr 8) and SOOOf]);
write(map[(v shr 4) and SOOOf]);
write(map[v and SOOOf]);
end; {hex}

begin {isr)
sei_ivt(7);
pcreg.ds:=cscg;
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pcreg.dx:=ofs(set_ivt); {first expandable address}
hex(cseg);bex(ofs(intemipt_service_routine));
writelnC interrupt_service_routine loaded');
hex(seg(spectrum));hex(ofs(spectrum));wTiteln(' spectrum area address');
•ex(pcreg.ds);hex(pcTeg.dx);writeln(' next free address");
intr(S27,ptTeg) {Terminate-but-stay-resident interrupt}

end.
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program depack;
{SU-} (• BREAK not possible except at ilo but can't use $U+ *)
{SI graphp)
const maxspace = S3fff;

last_save_time:integer = 0;
maxp=50; {max number of parameters defining fen)
m«y=2047; {max number of y4y (G22) values}
save area size= 16704;

{integerstie of save area, max_space+121+4*maxp. real-3*integer)
save_area_sz= 16418; {save_area_size-fii parameters)

type space = »rr«y[O.jnax_space] of integer, {spectrum type)
vec=array [1..20] of real; {used by invmat and fit)
m«t=«rr«y [1..20,1..20] of real; {used by invmat and fit)
n«me_stnng=stnng[12]; {string type for file names)

var
interrupi_mask_registerbyte;
Iast_channel,ofs0_3,ofs4_7:"inieger,
spectrum: "space;
active:boolean; {active or inactive spectrum in use)
auto:boolean; {no read in g22 filffi and pit )
y,dy:array[O..maxy] of real; {G22 value and errors)

(****** save area ********************************************************\
spc:space; {^inactive spectrum area*)
group_si2e:intfiger; (* size of routing groups, default 2048 *)
g22_nsp:integer; (* number of spectra used, 4 or 8 *)
g22_nch:inieger; (• number of channels in spectra *)
gZ2_sel:integer; (* selection - number of channels added *)
^22_last:inieger; (* final number of y-values *)
g22_l,g22_a:array[0.7] of integer; (* start for g22 and accidentials *)
a22:real; (• A22 *)
display_l,display_2:integer; {initital and final channels for display)
plt_l,plt_2:inl£ger; {initial and final channels for yfen plot)
plt_min,plt_max:real; {min and max in yjen plot)
save_interval:imeger; {save spectrum to disk this often )
fit_l ,fit_2,fit_iter: integer; {fit range and max no of iterations )
fil_dchi2:real; {chi2 convergence )
ifit:array(1..2O] of integer; {index of fitted parameters )
dfil:array[1..20] of real; {errors of fated parameters )
p:array[l..maxp] of real, {fen-parameters)
ip:array[l..maxp] of integer; {fen parameters)

/*t***********************************************************************\

command:string[40]; {command input string)
disc_file;name_string;
i,k,tdc_ofs,tdc_range: integer;
c: char;

{SI hour.i) (* integer function returning time in hour *)
{$1 init.i) (• initialization procedures etc. *)
{SI fnc.i) (* function for Isq-fit of G22 *)
{SI ioproc.i) (* disk ilo-procedures etc.. *)
{SI display.i) (* display and list procedures for active spectrum *)
{SI g22.i) (* G22 computation *)
{SI invmat.i) (* matrix inversion and solution to linear eq.sys. *)
{SI fit.i) (• Isq-fit, fen and Simula routines *)
{SI plt.i) (* plot routine for y and fen ')
{SI fft.i) (* fast fourier transform with window function *)
{SI centroid i) (* cenlroid computation *)

begin {depack)
active:=true;
spec trum:=ptrfmcmw[0:62],memw[O:60]-7-$8000);
lasi_channel:=ptr(memw[0:62],memw[0:60]-7-$80OO-2);
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...depack
ofsO_3:=ptr(memw[0:62]jnemw[0:60]-7-S8000-6);
ofs4_7:=ptr(memwl0:62]jnemwl0:60]-7-$800(M);
h«(memw[0:62]);hei(memw[0:60]-7-S8000);wriieln(' spec adr");
group size:=2048;
auto:=false:
save_interval:=10000;

repeat
repeat {$!-}
write("depack> ');
readln(command);
{$!+} until IOresult=0;
If copy (command, 1,7)='set tdc' then settdc;
If copy (command, 1,5)= 'set a' then begin

active:=true;
spectrum:=ptr(memw[0:62],memw[0:60]-7-$8000); {set active spectrum}
end;

If copy(command,l,5)='set i' then begin
active:=false;
speccrum:=ptr(dseg,ofs(spc)); {set to inactive spectrum area}
end;

If command='zero' then for i:=0 to max_space do spectrum*[i]:=0;
If command='run' then enable_irq(7);
If command='ofs' then off_contr(7);
If command='hair then disable_irq(7);
If (command='d') or (copy (command, 1,3 >='dis") then display;
If copy (command, 1,3 )='wsp' then wnte_spectrum(copy(command,5,12));
If (copy(command,l,4)='rsp ') or (copy(command,l,4)='asp )then

read_spectrum(copy(command,5,12));
If copy(command, 1,4)= 'wide' then w304;
If (command='y4g') or (command='g22') then g22(0);
If (command='y4r') or (command='i90') then g22(l);
If command='r45' then g22(2);
If command='fit' then fit;
if command='sim' then Simula;
If command='pyo' then plt(O);
If con.rnand='pfo' then plt(l);
If command='pfy' then plt(2);
If copy(command,l,2)='cl' then textmode(2);
If command='fft' then fourier;
if copy (command, 1,14)= 'set groupsize=' then begin

val(copy(command,15,Iength(command}-14),k,i);
If i=0 then begin

group_size:=k;
writelnCNew groupsize = ',group_size);
end

else writelnC*** Command error, retype! ••*");
end;

If copy (command, 1,13)='set savetime=' then begin
va](copy(command, 14,length(command)-13),k,i);
last_save_time :=hour;
If i=0 then save inlerval:=k
else writelnC*** Command error, retype! ****);
end;

if (command^'inactive to active ~) and active then
for i:=0 to max_space do speccrum*[i]:=spectrum'[i]+spc[i];

if (command='inactive from active") and active then
for i:=0 to max_space do spectrum"[i]:=spectrum'[i]-spc[i];

If command='ydf then for i:=0 to g22_last do y[i]:=y[i]-fnc(i);
If copy(command,l,4)='sav ' then begin

save(copy(command,5,12));disc fi]e:=copy(command,5,12);end;
if copy(command.l,4)='rst ' then begin

rsiore(copy(command,5,12));disc_file:=copy(command,5,12);end;
If copy(command,l,4)='res ' then resiore(copy(command,5,12));
If copy (command,!,3 )='cen' then centroid;
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...depack
If copy(command,l,3)='wfy' then wr_g22_fhc(copy(command,5,12));
if copy(command,l,4)='help' then help;
If command='g22 auto' then while check do begin

aulo:=true; {no read in g22 fit ffi.display and pit}
g22(0): If not keypressed then plt(O); delay(2000);
auto:=false; end;

If (command='auto') or (comm«nd='amofii') then betin
writeln('++++ please specify. The following choices are possible ++++;');
writelnC*** g22 auto : calculation of G22...');
writelnC*** i90 auto : calculation of R in 90/180 geometry...');
writelnC*** T45 auto : calculation of R in 135/45 geometry...");
writeln('### and the corresponding expressions for ...fit ###');
end;

If command='r90 auto' then while check do begin
auto:=true;
g22(l); If not keypressed then plt(0);delay(2000);
auto:=false; end;

If command='r45 auto' then while check do begin
auio:=true;
g22(2); if not keypressed then pll(0); delay(2000);
auto:=false; end;

If command= g22 autofii' then while check do begin
auto:=true; g22(0); fit; delay(2000);
If not keypressed then pll(2); delay(lOOO); auto:=false; end;

if command='r90 auto fit' then while check do begin
auto:=tnie; g22(l); fit; delay(2000),
If not keypressed then plt(2). delay(lOOO); aulo:=false; end;

If command='r45 auto fit' then while check do begin
auio:=true; g22(2); fit; delay(2000);
If not keypressed then plt(2); delay(lOOO); auto-false; end;

if copy(command,5,7)='autofft' then while check do begin
auto:=true;
If copy(command,l,4)='g22 ' then g22(0);
If copy (command, 1,4)='r90 ' then g22(l);
If copy(command,l,4)='r45 ' then g22(2);
if not keypressed then begin

acuve:=false; spectrum:=pntdseg,ofs(spc));
fourier; If not keypressed then display; delay(lOOO);
active:=true; spectrum:=ptr(memw[O:62],memw[0:60]-7-S80OO);
end;

auto:=false; end;
if command='status' then

If g22_sel*p[l]=0 then
wriielnC Why do you do that ? There is nothing to be seen ! ")

else begin
writelnC *** TDC settings *••: ');
writelnC time resolution = \p[l] /g22_sel:7:5,' nsec /ch ");
writelnC +/- time range = ',tdc_range:4,' nsec');
writelnC half spectrum size = ',tdc_range/p[l]'g22_sel:4:0,' channels');
If tdc_range/p[l]*g22_sel>=1024 then writelnp-..Warning size exceeds spectrum area ');
writelnC software offset = \tdc_ofs:4,' channels');
writelnC savelime = ',save_interval:5,' hours');
writelnC *** actual spectrum name •***);
writelnC lately set /saved /rstored: ',disc_file+'.sav');

end;
If copy(command,l,13)='set filename=' then disc_file:=copy(command,14,length(command)-13);

until (command='end) or (command='quit');
textmode(2);
end
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function hour: integer, hour
var

pcreg: record case integer of
1: (ax,bx,cx,dx,bp,si,di,ds.es,flags: integer);
2: (al,ah,bl,bh,cl,ch,dl,dh : byte);
end;

begin
pcreg.ah := $2c; {initialize correct registers}
intr(S21.pcTeg); {call interrupt}
hour:=pcreg.ch;

end; {hour}
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procedure enable_irq(irq:byte); Ctioblc ITU
begin

inu:rrupt_mask_regisier=port[S21]; {get IMR from 8259}
{clear mask bit}

pon[S21]:=intenupt_mask_register and (not (1 sh] irq));
porUS304]:= not 26; {enable TDC}
deUy(l);
pon[S304]:= not 2; {readout and clear TDC}

end; {enablejrq]

procedure off comr(irq:byte); off COlltr
ft. • ™~ • " ' —

begin
interrupt_mask_register=port[S21];
port{$21]:=interrupt_mask_register and (not (1 sh] irq));
pon{S304]:=not 24; {disable TDC}
delay(l);
port(S304]:=not 3; {provide pseudo LAM and readout and clear TDC}

end; \ofs_contr)

procedure disableirq(irq.byte); disable i
begin {get IMR from 8259 and set mark bit}

port[S21]:=port[S21] or (1 sh] irq);
port[S304]:= not 24; {disable TDC}

end; {disableJrq}

procedure he«(v:integer); {prints hex codt of integer v) hex
const map: array[0..15] of char = '0123456789 ABCDEF;
begin

writeC S',map[(v shr 12) and SOOOf]);
wriie(map[(v shr 8) and SOOOf]);
write(map[(v shr 4) and SOOOf]);
wriie(map[v and SOOOfj);
end; {hex}

procedure *304; W'304
var b: byte;
begin

repeat {SI-}
WTHe( value to port[S304]? ');
readln(b);

{$!+) until IOresult=0;
pon[S304]:=not b;
end; {w304}

procedure settdc; SCt tdc
const low : byte = 0; ~

high: byte = 0;
var l.nch: integer,

k; integer absolute low;
begin

g22 sel:=l; {predefine value for check of total range}
portf$304]:=not 24; {¥24 disable TDC module)

repeat {SI-}
writc('Resolution (1 ..15 => 0.156,0.312,0.625,1.25,2.5,5,10...ns) ? ");
readln(i);

{SI+} until IOresult=0;
repeat {$!-)

wriief'Range (80 + number* 160 ns) ? >,
readlnfk);

{5/+/ until IOresuli=0;
nch:=80fk*160;
ldc_range:=nch;
p[l]:=O.l5625*e)ip((i-l)*ln(2));
k:=(k shl 4) + (i and SO;
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...setjdc
port[S300J:=not low:
port[S30l]:=m>t high:
pon[S304]:=BOl 18; {F18 write owerflow-resolution to tdc}

repeat {SI-}
write( Offset register? ');
rcaJlnfk);

{$!+} until IOresult=0;
pcirt{S300]:=not low;
port[$30l]:=«ot high;
port(S304]:=BOt 16; {F16 write offset to tdc} [inverse logic.'}
Idc_ofs:=k;
delay(lOO):
ponlS304J:=oot 26; [F26 enable TDC}
pontS304]:=not 2; {F2 readout converted data and reset output buffer}

repeat {$!-}
whieCDisk save intervals (hours)? ");
readln(save interval);

{5/+,1 UDtil iÖresult=O;
last_save_time:=hour,

end: {seitdc}
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fwctk» fhc(l:integer):real; ftXC
var f.t.a.w,phase.e,d.ww,w[:real;

i.k.i5:Liteger;
{p.ip global}

fraction expp(x:real):rea]; {Avoids runtime error in exp-function}
begin

if «bs<x)<88 then expp:=exp(x)
eke If x<0 the* expp:=0 else expp:=l.e37;

cad: {expp}

Auction erfc(x:re«l):re«l; {complementary error function}
const rpi2= 1.1283792; (2 Isqn(pi)}

ipi=0554l896; {/ Isqrt(pi)}
var x2.s.p.q.a:real;

i.k:integer.
bcgio

if abs(x)<2 then begin
x2:=sqr(x);
s:=x;
p:=x:
i:=0;
k:=l;
repeat

i:=i+l;
k:=k+2;
p:=-p*x2/i;

s:=s+a;
until abs(a)<=0.0001;
erfc:=l-s'rpi2;

end else if x>0 tben erfc:=O else erfc:=2;
eD"l; {erfc}

begin
2i

f:=p[3];
If p[4]o>0 tben begin {combined magnetic and electric}

if p[8]>0 then d:=expp(-O.5*sqr<p[8J*i)) else d:=l;
f:=f+p[4]*cos(p|6]»t)'(10»cos(2*p[7]*i)+4*cos(p[7]*t));i4*d;
end:

if p(5]<>0 tben begin
if p[8]>0 then d:=expp(-0.5*sqr<2'p[8]*0) else d:=l;
f:=f+p[5]*cos(2*pt6]*i)*(5*cos(3*p[7]*i)+9*cos(p[7]*i))/l4*d;
end;

If p[9]oO tben f:=f+p[9]*expp(p[10]*t); {background corrections}
for i:=2 to 8 do if p[i'5+l)<>0 tben begin {general function generator}

i5:=i*5;
K«pli5+lJ;
If ip[i5+l] >0 tben a:=«*p[ip[i5+l]];
w:=p[i5+21;
If ip[i5+2] >0 tben w:=w*p(ip[i5+2]];
phase:=p[i5+3];
If ip[i5+31 >0 then phase:=phase»p[ip[i5+3]l;
d:=l;

If eofl then begin
If ip[L«>+4] >0 tben e:=e«p[ip[i5*4]];
If e>0 tben d:=expp(-O.5*5qrte'O) {gaussian damping)

else d:=cxppfe*[); {Iorent2 damping }
end;

ww:=p|i5*5J;
If ip[i5+5) >0 tben ww.=ww*p[jpii.V5]];
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...fnc
If wwoO then e:=e*cos(ww*t);
f:=f+a*cos(w*t+phase)*d;
cod;

if (p[46]oO) and (p[47]>0) and (p[48]>0) then begin
{exp decay convoluted with gaussian prompt}
a:=0.5 /sqr(pt48] /2.35);
f:=f+p[46]»0.5*expp((0.25 /p[47] /a-t) /p[47))*

erfc((l /p[47]-2*a»t)*p[48] /3.33);
end;

If p[49]<>0 then f:=f+p[49]*expp(-O.5*sqr<t/p[48]*2.355)); {prompt}
fiic:=f;

end; {fnc}

procedure fnchlp; fnchlp
begin

writeln('LSQ-fii to fnc=p[3]+a*cos(wt+ph)*d(e,ww)+... with t=l*p(l]+p[2]');
writeln('e=O/d=l, e>0/d=gaussian, e<0/d+lorentz, and e=e*cos(wwt)');
writeln('Parameters: a(ll),w(12),ph(13),e(14),ww(15) +n*5, n=0..7");
writelnCWhen ip>0 then p[k]=p[k]»p[ip[k]n;
writelnC+Combined mag.el. with al(4),a2(5),wb(6) » wO(7) and gauss(8)');
wiiteln('+-p[9]*exp(p[10)*t) for backgroimd correction');
writeln('+p[46]*conv.exp.decay+p[49}*gauss, tau(47), fwhm(48)");

end; {hlpfnc}
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function channel(c:real):integer, channel
{converts channel.group format to absolute channel number}
var

i,k:integer;
begin

i:=round(fiac(abs(c))*10); [routing group 0..7)
If c>=0 then k:-trunc<c)+i*group_size
else k:=tnmc(c)-i*gioup_size; {neg. input used for reversed spectrum}
If abs(k>max_space then begin

channel:=O;
writelnC*** Dlegal channel number input, set to 0 ***0;
end

else channel:=k;
end; {channel}

function sp(i:integer):real; {return spectrum count in real) SD
begin

If spectrum"[i]>=0 then sp:=spectrum"[i]
else sp:=65536.0+int(spectrum"[i]);

end; {sp}

procedure save(name:name_strijig); {save of spectrum area and parameters} SdVC
type rst_rype=array[l..save_area_size] of integer;
var fil;file of rst_type;

area: "rst_ type;
irinteger;

begin
if (length(name)<l) or (pos('.',name)>0)

then writeln(Illegal save file name!')
else begin

assign(fil,name+ '.sav');
{$1-} rewrite(fil); {$/+}
if IOresultoO then begin

writeln('Cannot open sav file: '.name,'.sav');
exit; end;

area:=plr(dseg,ofs(spc));
If active then for i:=0 to max_space do spc[i]:=spectrum"[ij;
{SI-} write(fil,area'); {$!+}
if IOresultoO then »-ritelnC*'* save error ***');
close(fil);
If name='dcpack' then last_save_time:=hour
else writeln( 'spectrum and parameters saved to /'.name, '.sav iy,

end;
end; {save}

procedure rstore(name:name string); {restore spectrum and parameters} VStOVC
type rst_type=«rray[l..save_area_size] of integer;
var fil:file of rst_type;

•rea/rst type;
begin

If length(nameKl then name: = 'depack';
area:=ptr(dseg,ofsfspc)); {full save area}
«ssign(fil jiamc+ '.sav');
{$!-} rese«fil); {$!+}
If IOre^ultoO then begin

writeln('Cannot find save file '.name+'.sav');
exit;
end;

{$!-} read(fil,area"); {$1+}
If IOresultoO then writelnC*** restore error ***J,
close(fil);
writelnf Spectrum and parameters of ''.name,'.sav / restored);
writeln('+++ don't forget to recalculate the perturbation function +++');
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end; {restore}

procedure restore{name:name_string); {restore spectrum and parameters TCStOTC
except fit associated parameters}

type res_type=array[l..save_area_sz] of integer;
var fihfUe of res_type;

area:'res_type;
begin

if length(name)<l then name:='depack';
area:=ptr(dseg,ofs(spc)); {save area excluding fit parameters}
assign(fil jiame+ '.sav');
{$H reseuTu); {$!+}
If IOresultoO then begin

writeln('Cannot find save file 'jiame+'.sav');
exit;
end;

{$!-} read(fu,area'); {$!+}
If IOresultoO then writelnC*** restore error *•*');
close(fil);
writeln('Spectrum and parameters restored, except fit-parameters');
writeln( "Recalculate G22!!!');

end; {restore}

procedure write_spectrum(name:name_string); WTltC_SpCCtrW7l
var ~

ich,nch,i,count:integer;
ch:real;
filitext;

begin
k:=length(name);
If loO then begin

assign(fil,name);
{$1-} reset(fil) {$!+};
If IOresult=0 then begin

writelnCFile already exists, nothing written.');
close(fil);
exit;

end;
rewnte(fil);

end;
count:=0;
If active then write('Activ spectrum: ') else wrile(lnaclive spectrum: ');
write(Initial channel (ch.group 0..7) and size (0 to stop)');
writeC? ');
ch:=-l; {No negative values used here, only in g22}
{$!-} readln(ch,nch); {$!+}
If IOresultoO then writelnC** Input error •*");
while (ch>=0) and (nch>0) do begin
ich:=channel(ch);

for i:=ich to ich+nch-1 do begin
count:=count+l;
If k>0 then begin

write(fu,sp(i):6:0);
If count mod 10 =0 then wriieln(fil);
end

else begin
writ£(sp(i):6:0);
If count mod 10 =0 then writeln(i:10);
end
{sp avoids negative numbers}

end;
If k<=0 then wriieln;
writeC? ');
ch:=-l;
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...write jspectrum
{$!-} readln(ch.nch); {$!+}
if IOresultoO then writeln('** Input error **");

end;
If k>0 then begin

writeln(fil);
close(ril);
writeln(count,' channels wriaen to file '.name);

end;
end; {wrUe_spectrum}

procedure read_spectrum(name:name_string); TeCld_SpCCtrUffl
{reads textfile spectrum to inactive area) ~

var
i:integer;
filitext;
c.real;

begin
If active then writelnCYou must set inactive spectrum for this command')
else if length(name>cl then writelnCNo file name')
else begin

assign(fil.name);
{$/-} reset(fil) {$!+};
if IOresultoO then wrilelnf'Cannot find file '.name)
else begin

i:=-l;
while not eof(fil) do begin

i:=i+l;
read(fi],c);
if command!l]='r' then

if (c>=0) and (c<32768.0) then spc[i]:=trunc(c)
else If c<65536.0 then spc[i]:=uunc(c-65536.0)
else spc[i]:=O

else
If (c>=0) and (c<32768.0) then spc[i]:=trunc(c)+spc[i]
else if c<65536.0 then spc[i]:=trunc(c-65536.0)+spc[i];

end;
close(fil);
If command! l]='r' then begin

wriielnfi,' channels read to inactive spectrum area);
repeat

i:=i + l;
spc[i]:=O;

until i>=max_space;
end else

wriielnfi,' channels added to inactive spectrum area');
end.
dose(fil);

end;
end; {read spectrum)

procedure wr_g22_fnc(name:name_string); MT_g22_fnC
var

ich,fch,i,k:imeger;
filiiext;

begin
k:=lengthfname);
if k>0 then begin

assign(fil.name);
{$]-} reset(fil) {$1+1;
If IOrcsult=0 then begin

wrilclnCFilc already exists, nothing written.');
close(fil);
exit;

end;
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...wr_g22Jnc
rewrite(fil);

end;
repeat {$!-}
write( Initial/final channels: ');
readln(ich,fch);
{5/+; until IOresult=0;
If ich<0 then exit;
If fch>g22 last thei fch:=g22_last;
ir k>0 then begin

If p[l]>0 then Tor i:=ich to fch do
writeln(fil,i:4,y[i]:l0:5,dy[i]:10:5,fhc(i):10:5)

else for i:=ich to fch do
writeb(fil,i:4,y[i):10:5.dy[i]:10:5);

close(fil);
writeln(fch-ich+l,' values written to file ',

copy(command,5,length(command)-4));
end
else if p[l]>0 then for i:=ich to fch do

writeln(i:4,y[i]:10:5,dy[i]:10:5.ftic(i):10:5)
else for i:=ich to fch do

WTiteln(i:4,y[i]:10:5,dy[i]:10:5);
end; (wr g22_fnc)

procedure help; help
var line:string[80];

fll:text;
begin

assignffil, 'depack.hlp');
{$!-} reset(fil) {$1+};

If IOresultoO then writeln('Cannot find help file depack.hlp')
else begin

while not eof(fil) do begin
readln(filjine);
write ln(line);

end;
end;

end; {help)
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function check:boolean; check
begin

if (active) and (abs(hour-last_save_time) > save_inierval)
then save('depack');

check:= not keypressed;
end; {check}

procedure display; display
const pmax = 199;

scl: integer = 9; {scale factor saved in cseg}
var sel,cursor,i:integeT;

cxhar;
chl.ch2:real;
list_mode:boolean;
{display _] .display _2 global)

function Iog2(k:integer):integer, {Iog2 of integer with 4 bit resolution)
const table:array[0..l5] of integer = (0,1,2,2,3,4,5,5,6,6,7,8,8,9,9,10);
var n: integer;
begin

If (k>=0) and (k<16) then Iog2:=table[k] else begin
n:=10;
while (k and SffeOjoO do begin

n:=n+10;
k:=k shr 1;

end;
Iog2:=n+lable[k and 15];

end;
end: {Iog2}

function add(i:integer):integer; add
var k,kl,k2,n:intcger;
begin

n;=0;
kl:=i - (i-display_l) mod sel;
if kl<display_l then kl :=display_l;
k2:=kl+scl-'l;
if k2>display_2 then k2:=display_2;
for k:= kl to k2 do

If scl>=0 then n:=n+(Fpectrum'[k] shr scl) {lin scale}
else n:=ri+log2{spectrum"[k]);

add:=n div sel;
end; {add)

procedure specplt(x,y:integer);
var k:imeger;
begin

if (x>=display_l) and (x<=display_2) and (xocursor) then begin
k:=(x-display_l) div sel;
draw(k,pmax,k,pmax-y,l);
end;

end; {specplt}

procedure refresh; refresh
var k:integer;
begin

If display_2-display_l < 320 then begin
paletteTl);
graphmode:

end else hires;
gotoxyUJ);
vkTiteCmax = ',pmax*inl(l shl scl):6:0);
gotoxy(60.1);
wrile('cursor = ',cursor:6);
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...refresh
k:=display_l;
repeat

specplt(k,add(k));
k:=k+sel;

until (k>display_2) or keypressed;
end; {refresh}

procedure move_cursor<step:integer); TflOVC CUTSOT
var oldcursoninteger; ~
begin

oldcui5or:=cursor,
cursor:=cursor-t-step;
specpli(oldcur5or,add(oldcuisor));
if cursor>max_space then cursor=0;
If cursor<0 then cursor: =max_space;
draw((cursor-display_l) div sel,10,(cursor-display_l) dlv sel.pmax.O);
goioxy(60,l);
write('cursor = '.cursor 6);

end; {move_cursor}

begin {display}
textmode(2);

if not auto then begin
wnteln('Display: F1..F1O: lin scale, shift Fx: log scale, Larr.Rarr for cursor');
if active then writeln('active spectrum') else writeln('inactive spectrum');
repeat {SI-}
write('initial/final channels (',disp!ay_l,' \display_2,

') (ch.group 0..7): ');
chl:=display_l; ch2:=display_2;
readln(chl,ch2);
{$!+} until lOresult=0;
display_l:=channel(chl); display_2:=channel(ch2);

end; {auto}
If disp!ay_l<0 then display_l:=O;
If display_2=0 then display_2:=16383;
If display_l>display_2 then exit; {exit display routine}
sel:=(display_2-display_l) div 640 +1;
cursor: =display_l:
list_mode:=false;
refresh;

if auto then exit; {without erase}
repeat
while active and check do begin

i:=last_channel';
specplt(i,add(i));
If hst_mode then begin

gotoxy(25,l);
writ£fi:5,spectrum-[i]:7);
del ay 0 00); {ensure thai keypressed works}
end;

end;
read(kbd,c);
If c=#27 then read(kbd,c);
cue c of

#59..#68: begin {Fl.FlOj
scl:=ord(c)-59; {0..9 gives tin scale with }
refresh; { value shr scl }
end;

#84..#93: begin {shift F1..F10}
scl:=-l; { gives log scale (scI<0) }
refresh;
end;
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...display

end;

#77
#75
#54
#52
#116
#115
*r
Ti
"d
'1
"z

end;
until c='q';
textmode(2);
{display}

: move cursor(sel); {Rarr}
: move cursor(-sel); {Larr}
: move_cursor(sel*10); {shift Rarr}
: move cursor(-sel*lO); {shift Larr}
: move_cursor(sel*100); {Ctrl Rarr }
: move_cursor{-*el*100);{CfW Larr }

: enable irq(7); {run}
: disable_irq(7); {hah}
: saveCdepack");
: list mode:=not list mode; {toggle list mode}
: begin

for i:=0 to max space do spectrum" [i]:=0
refresh;
end;
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procedure g22(what:integer); {compute G22(0) or R(l), 4-detector system} g22
var ijjctinteger;

a,c,d:array[0..7] of real;
c 180,c90,demon.f ac :real;

begin
If what=O then fac:=2 { G22 factor * c90 }
else If (what=l) or (what=2) tken fac:=l { R factor * c90 }

{ what=l for calculation of R in 180/90 geometry }
{ what=2 for calculation of R in 135145 geometry }

else exit; { illegal value of what }
If not auto then begin

repeat {$!-}
write('number of spectra ( \g22_nsp,") and a22 (',822:7:3,") : ");
readln(g22_nsp,a22);

{$!+} DDtU IOresult=0;
If a22=0 then a22:=l;
case g22_nsp cf
8: If what=2 then

writelnCR = ((1»3*6*8)"(1 /4)-(2*4»5*7)-(l /4))/((l*3*6*8)"(l /4)-K2*4*5»7)-(l /4))');
If whai=l then

writelnCR = ((1*3*5*7)"(1 /4)-(2*4*6*8)*(l /4))/((l*3*5*7)"(l /4)+<2*4*6*8)'(l '4))');
If whal=O then

writeln('G22 = ((1 *3*5*7)'(1 /4)-(2*4*6*8)"(l /4))/((1*3*5*7)"(1 /4)+2*(2*4*6*8)"(l /4))');
4: If fac=2 then

writeln('G22 = (d*3)"(l /2H2*4)'(1 /2))/((l*3)"(l /2)+2*(2*4Hl
If fac=l then

wntelnCR = (d*3)*(l /2>-(2*4)"(l /2)>/{(1*3)"(1 /2)-K2*4)"(l /2
2: writeln('function = ( 1 - 2 )/... 1;
1:
else exit;

tnA:{case}
repeat {$!-}

writelnf'Channel input as ch.group(0..7)');
^Titeln('accidentials: average of 20 channels starting at ');
wTite('( -);
for i:=0 to g22_nsp-l do begin

writeC ',g22_a[i]);
c[i]:=g22_ali];
end;

wrilelnC ) :');
If g22_nsp=l then readln(c[0]);
If g22_nsp=2 then readln(c[0],c[l]);

If g22_nsp=4 then readln(c[0],c[l],c[2],c[3]);
If g22_nsp=8 then readln(c[0],c[l],c[2],c[3],c[4],c[5],c[6],c[7]);
{$!+} until IOrcsull=0;

for i=0 to g22_nsp-l do
g22_a[i]:=channel(c[i]); {convert to absolut ch.}

end; {auto}
If g22_a|O]=O then begin

repeat {$l-j
wrilc('Accidenlials: y,
If g22 nsp=l then readln(a[0]);
If g22~nsp=2 then readln(a[0],a[l]);
If g22 nsp=4 then readln(a[0],a[l],a[2],a[3]);
If g22"nsp=8 then readln(a[O],a[l],a[2],a[3],a[4],a[5],a[6],a[7]);
{$!+} until IOresult=0;
end {direct background input}

else for k:=0 to g22 nsp-1 do begin
a[k]:=0;
for j:=g22_a[k] to g22_a[k]*19 do

a[k]:=a[k]+fl.05*sp(j),
If not auto then wriie(a[k):6;0);
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tnfr.{background calculation}
writeln;

If not auto then begin
repeat {$1-}

If g22_sel>0 then p[l]:=p[l]/g22_sel;
write('Size and selection (',g22_nch,' ',g22_sel,"i : ');
readln(g22_nch,g22_sel);

{$!+} until IOresult=0;
P[l]:=p[l]*g22_sel;
If g22_nch<=0 then exit;
if g22_seI<=0 then g22_sel:=l;

repeat {$1-}
write('Start channels O;
for i:=0 to g22 nsp-1 do begin

wriieC ',g22_l[i]);

g22.i

...822

end;
');writeln('), negative for reversed decay

if g22_nsp=l then readln(c[0]);
if g22_nsp=2 then readln(c[O],c[l]);
If g22_nsp=4 then readln(clO],c[l],c[2],cI3]);
If g22 nsp=8 then readln(c[0],c[l],c[2],c[3],c[4],c[5],c[6],c[7]);

{J/+; until IOresult=0;
for i:=0 to g22_nsp-l do begin

g22_l[i]:=channel(c[i]);
If g22_l[i]=0 then exit;

end;
end; {auto}

i:=0;
g22_last:=-l;
repeat

g22Jast:=g22_lasB-l;
for k:=0 to g22 nsp-1 do begin

c[k]:=O;
If g22_l[k]>0 then

for j:=0 to g22_sel-l do
c[k]:=c[k]+sp(g22_l[k]+i+j)

else for j:=0 to g22 sel-1 do
c[k]:=c[k]+sp(-g22_l[k]-i-j);

d[k]:=c[k]+g22_sel*a[k];
c[k]:=c[k]-g22_sel»a[k];
If c[k]<=0 then c[k]:=l;

end;
if g22_nsp=l then begin

v[g22Jast]:=c[0];
dy[g22_last]:=sqn(d[0]);
end

else begin {
If g22 nsp=2 then begin

cl80~=c[0];

{ avoid division by zero }

{ used for fit of decay }

single spectrum excluded }
{ for 3 detector DPAC

c90 :=
end

else begin
cl80:=sqrt(c[0]*c[2]);
c90 :=sqn(e[l]*c[3]);
end;

If g22_nsp=8 then begin
If (what=0) or (what=l) then begin

cl80:=sqnfcl80»sqn(c[4]»c(6]));
c90 :=sqrt( c90(sqrt(c[5]*c[7]));
end;

{ for ståndort 4 detector DPAC }

positive and negative times }
{ G22 and R90 geometry }
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...g22
If what=2 then begin { R45 geometry }

cl80:=stirt(cl80*sqrt(c[5]»c[7]));
c90 :=sqrt(c90 *sqn(c[4]*c[6]));
end;

end;
y[g22_last]:=2/a22*(cl80-c90)/(cl8&+fac*c90);
dy[g22_last]:=(fac+l)/«22/sqr(cl80+fac»c90)*2»cl80*c90;
demon-=0;
for k:=0 to (g22_nsp-l) do

demon:=demon-Kl[k] /sqr(c[k]);
dy[g22_last]:=dy[g22 Iast]/(g22 nsp dlv 2)*sqrt(demon);

end;
i:=i+g22_sel;
until i>=g22_nch,

end; {g22}
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procedure invmat(var a: mat; v«r b: vec; n: integer; var determ: real); MVrTlQt
i
c purpose: to solve an equation system and inverse a matrix
c
c parameters: a - on input the coefficient matrix in the eq.sys.
c a*x=b
c on output the inverse of the input matrix a
c b - vector of length n in eq.sys: a*x=b on input
c on output the roots to the eqsys.
c n - number of unknown variables
c determ — determinant of a
c if returned with 0 no solution is given

translated from fortran nov84 iBengt Lindgren
c
c
}
label 740, 760;
var

pivot: array [1..50] of real;
ipivot: array [1..50] of integer;
index: array [1..2, 1..50] of integer;
irow, icolum, i, j , k, 1, 11: integer;
amax, swap, t: real;

begin
determ := 1;
for j := 1 to n do ipivotfj] := 0;
for i - 1 to n do begin [550}

amax := 0;
for j := 1 to n do if ipivot[jj o 1 then

for k := 1 to n do if ipivotjk] > 1 then
goto 740

else if (ipivot[k] < 1)
and (abs(amax) < abs(a[j, k])) then begin
irow := j ;
icolum := k;
amax := a[j, k]
end;

If amax = 0 then goto 760;
ipivot[icolum] := ipivot[icolum] + 1;
If irow o icolum then begin

determ := -determ;
for 1 := 1 to n do begin

swap := a[irow, 1];
a[irow, 1] := a[icolum, 1];
a(icolum, 1] := swap
end;

swap := b[irow];
b[irow] := bjicolum];
b[icolum] := swap
end;

index[l, i] := irow;
index[2, i] := icolum;
pivot[i] := a[icolum, icolum];
deierm := determ * pivot[i];
a[icolum, icolum] := 1;
for 1 := 1 to n do

a[icolum, 1] := a[icolum, 1] / pivot[i];
b[icolum] := b[icolum] / pivot[i];
for 11 := 1 to n do if 11 o icolum then begin

t := a( l l , icolum];
a[ l l , icolum] := 0;
for 1 := 1 t o n d o a[l l , 1] := a[ l l , 1] - a[icolum, 1] * t;
b[ l l ] := b[ l l ] - b[icolum) * l
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...invmat
end

end: {550}
for i := 1 to n do begin

1 := n + 1 - i;
if indexf 1. 1] o index[2. 1] then begin
iiow := index[l, 1];
icolum := index[2, 1];
for k := 1 to n do begin

swap := a[k, now];
«[k, irow] := a[k, icclum];
a[k, icolum] := swap
end

end
end;
goto 740;

760: determ := 0;
740:
end; {invmai}
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procedure fit; fit
label 1.
const eps=0.000003; {step for differential calculation}
{ Type vec=array \l .20] of real;

mat-array [1.20,1.20] of real;
defined in depack program }

w df,b:vcc;
h:mit;
i,k.q,iter.m.free: integer;
sold,s,dd,w,f:real;

ip.ipll.maxp], y,dy(0.maxy]. fill fit_2fit_iterfit_dchi2.ifit.dfit global}

begin
If not auto then begin

fiichlp;
repeat {SI-}

write('start and stop channel (\fit_l,' '.fit_2,'): "):
readln(fii_l,fit_2);

{$!+} until IOresult=0;
end; {auto)

If (fit_l<0) or (fit_2<fit_l) or (fit_2>g22_last) then exit;
If not auto then begin

wiiteln( parameter values - index.p.ip (CR=ready. -1 reset all, besides first )');
i:=0;
k:=0;
s:=0;

repeat {SI-}
readln(i,s,k);

{S/+; until 10result=0;
while (10result=0) and (ioO) and (i<=maxp) do begin

if i>0 then begin
If (loO) and (k<=maxp) then ip[i]:=k else ip[i]:=O;
p[i]:=s;
end

else for i:=2 to maxp do begin {reset all parameters to s and k. not lime res}
p[>]:=s:
ip[i]:=k:

end;
i:=0;
k:=0;
s:=0;
repeat {$!-)
readln(i.s.k);
{$!+} until IOresult=0;

end;
repeat {$!-}

writ£('index of parameters to fit: ');
for i:=l to 20 do ifil[i]:=0;
readln(ifit(l],ifit[2],ifit(3],ifit[4],ifu[5],int[6],ifii[7J,ifit[8].

irit[16],ifit[l7].ifit[18].ifit[19],ifit[20]);
{$!+} until IOresult=0;

end; {auto}
m:=20; {find out how many)
while (m>0) and (ifit[m]=0) do m:=m-l;
if not auto then for i:=l to m do wntciifit[i]:3);
write In;
If m<l then goto 1;

If not auto then begin
repeat {SI-}

wriieCmax iterations and chi2 convergence r,fii_iter.fi[_dchi2:8:5,'): ');
readlnffit iter.fu dchi2);
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...fit
{$!+} until IQresult=O;

end; {auto}
If fu_iter<l then goto 1;

{ Isq-fit section }

iter:=O;
sold:=0;
free:=fit_2-fit_l+l-m;
if free<l then goto 1; {too few datapoints to fit and too many param.}

repeat
for k:=l to in do begin

b[k]:=O;
for q:=l to m do h[k,q]:=0;

end;
for i:=fit_l to fit_2 do begin

If keypressed then exit;
w:=l /sqr(dy[i]);
f:=fhc(i);
If iter=0 then sold:=sold+w*sqr(f-y[i]);
for k:= 1 to m do begin {calculate derivatives)

p[ifit[k]]:=p[ifit[k]]+«ps; {assume all p's are of the order 1}
dflk]:=(fnc(i)-f)/eps;
p[ir.ttk]]:=p[ifit[k]]-eps;

end;
{calculate coeff. matrix h and vector b]
for k:=l to m do begin

b[k]:=b[k]+w*dflk]*(y[i]-f);
for q: = l to m do h[k,q]:=h[k,q]+w*dflk]*df[q];

end;
end;
if iier=0 tben begin

sold:=sold/free;
wriieln('iler ',iter,' chisq= ',sold:10:5);

end;
invmat(h,b,m,dd);
If dd=0 tben beglD

writelnC*»* erTor deifirminant =0 •*•');
goto 1;

end;
for k:=l to m do begin

q:=ifit[k];
p[q]:=p[q]+b[k]; {b contains the solution}

end;
iter:=il£r+l;
s:=0;
for i:=fit_l to fn_2 do s:=s+sqr((&ic(i)-y[i])/dy[i]);
s:=s/free;
writeln( iter ',iier,'C,fit_iter,') chisq= ,s:10:5);
for k:=l torn do begin

q:=ifu[k];
dfit[k]:=sqrt(ab5fh[k,k])*5);
write(q:2,' \p[q]:8:4,' ',dfit(k]:8:4,' ');
end;

writeln;
dd;=abs(s-sold);
sold:=s;

until (dd<fn_dchi2) or (iter>=fit_iier);

1: { output part )
if not auto then begin

wriielnC******* lsq-fit result depack progTam chisq=',s:8:3,' ****•** ' ) ;
for k:=l to maxp do begin
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-fit
{fitted parameter?}
q:=m+l;
repeat

q:=q-l;
until (q=0) or (ifit[q]=k);

If q>0 then writeln(k:3,' ',ip[k]:2,' ',p[k]:15:7,' ',dfit[q]:15:7)
else if p[k]o>0 then writeln(k:3,' ',ip[k]:2.' ',p[k]:15:7);

end;
end; {auto)
end; {fit}

procedure Simula; {calculates simulated y,dy from fnc} Simula
var dtau.rreal;

i,nj:integer;
begin

d:=0;
tau:=0; {default}

repeat {SI-}
writeCLast channel (O..last), delta and decay-tau (in channel units): ');
readln(n,d,tau);

{$!+} until lOresult=0;
if n>maxy then exit;
if (tauoO) and (tau< n/50) then tau:=n/50; {avoid overflow in exp-function}
for i:=0 to n do begin

If tau>0 then dy[i]:=d*exp(i/tau) else dy[i]:=d;
r:=0;
for j:=l to 12 do r:=r+random;
y[i]:=fnc(i)fdy[i]*(r-6);

end;
g22_lasl:=n;

end; {Simula}
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procedure plt(mode:imeger); {plot routines for y and fen} pit
const range=150; {max vertical range on plot)
var irinteger;

ysc,xsc,f,yl,y2:real;
{plt_l j>ll_2,pll_min,pll_max global}

{mode= 0 only y, 1 only fnc, 2 both, mode<0 no erase (hires)}
begin
If not auto then begin

repeat i$l-}
write('initial/fina] channels (',plt_l,' \plt_2,"): ');
readln(plt 1 .pit 2);

{$!+} until IOresult=0;
If (pit l>=plt 2) or (pit l<0) or (plt_2>maxy) then exit;
repeat {$!-}

write('min/max (',plt_min:10:6,plt_max:10:6,'): ');
readln(plt_min,plt_max);

{$!+} until IOresull=0;
end; {auto}

If plt_min>=plt_max then begin {find min and max of y}
If mode<>0 then begin

plt_min:=&ic(plt_l);
plt_max:=plt_min;
for i:=plt_l+l to plt_2 do begin

f:=fnc(i);
If plt_min>f then pll_min:=f;
If plt_max<f then plt_max:=f;
end;

end;
If mode=0 then begin

pll_min:=y[pll_l]-dy[plt_l];
plt_max:=y[pli_l]+-dy[plt_l];
end;

If (mode=0) or (abs(mode)=2) then
for i:=plt_l to plt_2 do begin

If plt_min>y[i]-dy[i] then plt_min:=y[i]-dy[i];
If plt_max<y[i]+dy[i] then plt_max:=y[i]+dy[i];
end;

end;
If ph_min>=plt_max then exit;
ysc:=range /(pli_max-plt_min);
xsc:=639/(pU_2-pll_l);
gTaphwindow(0,0,639,range);
window(l,20,80,25);
If mode >= 0 then hires;
If (mode=0) or (abs(mode)=2) then

Tor i:=plt_l to ph_2 do begin {plot y-values}
yl:=ysc*(y[i]+dy[i]-plt_min);
y2:=ysc*(y[i]-dy[i]-plt_min);
If yl<0 then yl:=O; If y2<0 then y2:=0;
If yl>range then y]:=range; If y2>range then y2:=Tange;
draw(round(xsc*(i-plt_l)),range-round(yl),

round(xsc*(i-pli_l )),range-round(y2), 1);
end;
yl:=ysc*(fnc(plt_l)-pll_min);
If yl<0 then y 1 :=0; if yl>range then yl:=range;
If modeoO then

for i:=plt_l+l to plt_2 do begin
y2:=ysc'(fnc(i)-pli_m'n>'
If y2<0 then y2:=0; If yl>range then yl:=rangc;
draw(roundfxsc'(i-pli_l-l )),range-round(yl),

roujid(xsc*(i-pli_l)),range-round(y2),l);
yl:=y2;
end;
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...pit
{draw simple axis}
draw(0,range,639,range, 1);
draw(0.O,639,O,l);
draw(0,O,0jange,l);
draw(639,0,639,range, 1);
for i:=0 to 10 do begin

draw(round(i*63.9)jangejound(i*63.9),range-5,l);
draw(round(i*63.9),0jound(i*63.9),5,l);
draw(0,round(i*range/10),5^ound(i*range/10).l);
draw(639jound(i*range/10),635jound(i*range/10),l);
end;

gotoxy(l.l);
writeln( 'min= ',plt_min:10:6,' max= ',plt_max:10:6);

end; {plot}
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procedure fourier; foUYlCT
type complex = array[0..maxy,1..2] of real;
var itcomplex absolute spc; [global inactive spectrum area used here}

i,il,i2jn,n:inieger;
w,average,bessOw:real;

procedure fft(var *complex;m:integer); fft

(* Fart Fourier Transform after J.Cooley et.al.
in IEEE Transactions on education.
Translated from Fortran and modified from complex to real transform
by BLindgren lMay85.

On call a is the array with real values to be transformed to frequency space
The array-type complex=arrayl0.2"m-l,J.2] of real must be declared in the
main program, m indicates the number of values by I'm.
*)

const pii=-3.1415927;
var

U,t2,ul,u2,wl,w2:real;
njiv2,nml,j,i,k,l,le,lel,ip,ii:integcr;

begin Cfff)
if m<l then begin

writeln('error in call to fft, m=',m);
exit;

end;
n:=l;
for i:=l to m do n:=n*2;
n\2:=n dlv 2;
nml:=n-l;
for i:=0 to nml do a[i,2]:=0; (• imaginary pan *)
j:=0;
for i:=0 to nml-1 do begin

if i<j then begin
tl:=a[j.l]:
t2:=a[j.2];
•U.I]:=a[i.l]:
•U.2J:=a[i,2]:
a[i.l]:=tl;
a[i.2]:=t2;

end;
k:=nv2;
while k<j+l do begin

k:=k div 2;
end;
j:=j+k;

end;
for 1:=1 to m do begin

le:=l;
for ii:=l to 1 do le:=le*2;
lel:=le dlv 2;
ul:=l;
u2:=0;
wl;=cos(pii /lei);
w2:=sin(pii /lei);
for j:=! to lei do begin

r=j-l;
repeat

ip:=i+lel;
tl:=alip.l]*ul-a[ip.2]*u2;
t2:=a[ip,l]*u2+a[ip,2]*ul;
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...fft

a[ip,2]:=a[i,2]-t2;
a[i,l]:=ali.l]+il;
a[i.2]:=a[i,2]+t2;

until i >= n;
tl:=ul»wl-u2*w2;
u2:=ul*w2+u2*wl;
ul:=tl;

end
end;
{ correct for ffl of real function and aliasing)
a[C,l]:=a(O,l]/n;
a[0.2]:=0;
for i:=l to nv2-l do begin

a[i!2]:=-2*a[i.2] /n;
end;

end; i*fft*)

function bessO(xTeal):real; bessO
{ computes the modified besselfunction of zero order by polynomial approx.)
var zrreal;
begin

x:=abs(x);
if x<=3.75 then begin

z:=sqr(x)*7.11111 le-2;
bessC:=(((((4.5813e-3-3*z+3.60768e-2)*z+2.659732e-l)*z+1.206749)*z+

3.089942)*z+3.515623)*z+l;
end

else begin
z:=3.75/x;
bessO;=exp(x)/sqrt(x)*((((((((3.92377e-3*z-1.647633e-2)*z+2.635537e-2)*

z-2.057706e-2)*z-r9.16281e-3)*z-1.57565e-3)'z+2.25319e-3)tz+
1.328592e-2)*z+3.989423e-l);

end;
end; (bessO)

begin (fourier)
il;=0; i2:=g22_lasi; m:=10; w:=3; {default values)

if not auto then begin
repeat {$!-)

write('initial/final channels: ');
readln(il,i2);

{$!+) until IOresult=0;
If (il<0) or (i2>g22 last) or (i2<il) then exit;
repeat {$!-}

wriie('ffi size m (2"m) and window parameter: y,
readln(m.w);

{$!+} until IOresult=0;
If (m<l) or (m>ll) then exit;

end; {auto)
n:=l;
for i:=l to m-1 do n:=n*2;
average:=O;
for i:=il to i2 do begin

average:=average+y[i];
end;

If keypressed then exit;
average:=average /(i2-il +1);
for i:=0 to i2-il do a[i,l]:=a[i,l]-averagc;
bessOw:=bessO(w);
if key-pressed then exit;
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...fourier
If woO then for i:=0 to i2-i1 do a[U]:=a[i,l]*

bessO(wtsqrt(l-sqr((2*i-i2+il +1) /(i2-il +1)))) /bess'Dw;
for i:=i2-il+l to n*2 do a[i,l]:=0;
if keypressed then exit;
fft(ajn);
If keypressed the» exit;
{find max amplitude}
average:=O; {used now as max value}
for i:=0 to n-1 do begin

a[i.l]:=sqrt(sqr(a[i.l])+sqr(a[i.2]));
If a[i,l]>average then average:=a[i,l];

end;
averages 10000 /average;
If keypressed thea exit;
{put abs value in inactive spectrum area}
for i:=0 to n-1 do spc[i]:=round(a[i,l]*average);

writeln('fft stored in inactive spectrum area O..',n-1,
' normalized to',average:8:0);

If p[l]>0 then writeln('frequency (w) per channel =',2*Pi/p[l]/(2*n-l):10:6);
end; {fourier}
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procedure centroid; CCTltToid
var acc,cen,delta,spi,sum:real;

i,il,i2:integer,
begin

repeat {SI-}
write('Centroid between channels... using background at channel..: 0;
acc:=0;
readln(cen,delta,acc); {temporarily used here for input)

{$!+} until IOresult=0;
il:=channel(cen); i2:=channel(delta);
If acc<=0 then acc:=sp(il) else acc:=sp(channel(acc));
sum:=0; cen:=0; delta:=O;
for i:=il to i2 do begin

spi:=sp(i)-acc;
sum:=sum+spi;
cen:=cen+i*spi;
delta:=delta+spi*i*i;

end;
if sum<l then sum:=l;
cen:=cen/sum;
della:=delta /sum-sqr<cen);
ir delta<0 then delia:=O;
writeln('Area='.sum: 10:0,' Centroid=',cen:10:2,' -t— ',

sqn(delu/sum):5:2,' F^'HM=',sqn(delta)*2.355:6:2);
end; {centroid}
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